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Anthropogenic ammonia (NH3) emissions significantly disturb the global nitrogen 
cycle, causing a series of adverse impacts on air quality, human health, and ecosystem well-
being. Sources of NH3 emissions include, predominantly, agricultural practices including 
fertilizer application and livestock waste management, as well as automobile exhaust and 
industrial operations. Despite its rising environmental impact, the future response of air 
quality and nitrogen loading in sensitive ecosystems to agricultural NH3 emission increases 
are not well understood. The impact assessments are hindered by the large uncertainty in 
emission inventories and a lack of routine measurements to constrain NH3 abundance. This 
thesis presents the development, evaluation, and application of an integrated modeling 
framework to estimate the future response of PM2.5 (particulate matter with an aerodynamic 
diameter of 2.5 micrometers or less) formation and reactive nitrogen (Nr) deposition to the 
rising agricultural NH3 emission in the United States when other conventional pollutants 
are being further regulated. Present-day and future scenarios are designed to reflect 
emission and meteorological condition changes between 2011 and 2050. Both agricultural 
NH3 emission increase and reduction of conventional pollutants including sulfur dioxide 
(SO2) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) are considered, as well as the impact of global change. 
First, ambient PM2.5 acidity, mass concentration, and chemical speciation are 
simulated for present-day and future scenarios using the Community Multiscale Air 
Quality Model (CMAQ). Additional sensitivity scenarios are tested to explore the response 
of aerosol formation, composition, and pH to different levels of anthropogenic SO2 
emission control and boundary conditions. The simulation results show that the aerosol 
 xv 
will remain acidic in the future even with an aggressive reduction in anthropogenic SO2 
emissions and increases in NH3 emissions in the U.S., because of the buffering effect of 
NH3-ammonium (NH4
+), as well as the increasing relative contribution from background 
sulfate (SO4
2-). One consequence of this is that, rising agricultural NH3 emissions and SO2 
reductions will not cause nitrate substitution in most of North America, contrary to the 
common belief, although it will possibly happen in the central parts of the country if NH3 
and NOx emissions are not further controlled. Second, the impact of Nr deposition on 
sensitive ecosystems is evaluated by comparing the simulated Nr deposition with critical 
loads targeting both acidification and biodiversity. The evaluation identifies that areas with 
intensive NH3 emission from agricultural practices will remain in exceedance despite 
effective NOx emission control. Reducing the nitrogen deposition level below the critical 
loads requires simultaneous control of NH3 emissions from agriculture activities and NOx 
emissions from fossil fuel combustion. The Nr deposition is further linked with a water 
quality model to locate watersheds vulnerable to agricultural NH3 emission increase. The 
results provide valuable information to help guide regulation priorities for NH3 emission 
regulation in the U.S. 
As noted above, NH3 emission are viewed as highly uncertain. In response, the thesis 
constrains the NH3 emission estimates from the National Emission Inventory (NEI) using 
satellite observations and hybrid inverse modeling. The adjoint of CMAQ is applied for 
the first time to emission optimization. The optimized NH3 emission in April is 46% higher 
than the NEI estimates with large spatial differences. Model evaluation against independent 
ground observations including NH3 concentrations and particulate NH4
+ concentrations, 
both suggest the optimized NH3 emissions reduce model bias. Re-evaluation of PM2.5 
 xvi 
concentrations and Nr deposition with the optimized NH3 emissions shows the 
optimization can partly close the gap between simulated and observed PM2.5 concentration 
by reducing the bias in simulated ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3). The Nr deposition in 
sensitive ecosystems might be underestimated by 40% in April due to the low bias in NH3 
emission. The optimized NH3 emission and NEI estimates are in good agreement in July 
and October.  
Overall, the integrated framework and simulations presented in this thesis provide valuable 
information by identifying the regions where agricultural NH3 emissions are and/or will be 
a major contributor to air quality degradation and ecosystem harm. The capability of 
inverse modeling using satellite observations to constrain NH3 emission estimates and 






CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Ammonia (NH3) emissions cause a series of adverse environmental impacts on 
ambient air quality, soil and water quality, and sensitive ecosystem well-being. NH3 can 
condense onto particle surface through thermodynamic partitioning and form ammonium 
sulfate ((NH4)2SO4), ammonium bisulfate (NH4HSO4), and ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) 
(Seinfeld and Pandis 2016), contributing to PM2.5 (particulate matter with an aerodynamic 
diameter of 2.5 micrometers or less) mass. NH3 can also condense onto freshly nucleated 
particles and support rapid particle growth (Wang et al., 2020). Exposure to PM2.5 is known 
to be associated with cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease, and premature mortality 
(Cohen et al., 2017; USEPA 2019c). After depositing on terrestrial surfaces, NH3 and NH4
+ 
can cause acidification and eutrophication due to the excessive nitrogen load received by 
the ecosystems (Fowler et al., 2013; Galloway et al., 2003). The soil and water quality 
degradation can further reduce biodiversity (Bobbink and Hicks 2014; Porter et al., 2013). 
Excess NH3 emissions mainly stem from agricultural practices. It is estimated that 
livestock waste management contributes to over 50% of total NH3 emission, followed by 
30% from fertilizer application, and together the two practices account for over 80% of the 
anthropogenic NH3 emission in the U.S. (Battye et al., 2003; Paulot et al., 2014). Not being 
considered as a criteria pollutant, no direct regulations target atmospheric NH3 emission 
from agricultural practices. During the past two decades, NH3 emission stayed stagnant 
even though nitrogen use efficiency has been improved, pushed up by the growth of both 
domestic and export food demand (Galloway et al., 2007; NRC 2008). More fertilizer 
nitrogen is applied to the cropland to achieve higher yield while the nitrogen recovery 
 2 
efficiency remains largely unchanged, resulting in more Nr loss to the environment (Conant 
et al., 2013). Increased meat consumption also raises NH3 emission from animal manure 
handling (Zeng et al., 2019). The NH3 emission from agriculture sources is expected to rise 
in the foreseen future, as more food is needed to sustain a growing population. The rising 
temperature under climate warming will also favor the release of NH3 from vegetation, soil 
surface, and farms (Bash et al., 2013; Massad et al., 2010; Sutton et al., 2013). 
In contrast, SO2 and NOx emissions have been decreasing due to successful emission 
control of mobile sources, energy generation units (EGUs), and other sources (Dallmann 
and Harley 2010; Kim et al., 2006; Li et al., 2016). Further reduction of SO2 and NOx 
emissions from fossil fuel combustion is expected to continue in the near future with more 
stringent air quality and emission standards (Campbell et al., 2018). Despite the reduction 
of PM2.5 under successful emission controls of SO2 and NOx, a few areas remain in 
nonattainment of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. The marginal cost to further 
reduce PM2.5 through those traditional control programs are expected to be high (USEPA 
2011). Controlling NH3 emission from agriculture sources possibly provides a more cost-
effective alternative solution to reduce PM2.5 in the future. Some studies suggest that NH3 
emission control may be more effective to reduce PM2.5 as aerosol composition shifted 
from sulfate to nitrate dominated (Pinder et al., 2007).  
Beyond its air quality and human health impacts, NH3 emission will affect ecosystem 
well-being through atmospheric deposition of reactive nitrogen (Nr). It is observed that the 
Nr deposition pattern has shifted from being dominated by Nr-oxi (oxidized form of 
reactive nitrogen) to being dominated by Nr-red (reduced form of reactive nitrogen) 
dominated because of the coupled NOx emission reduction and NH3 emission increase 
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during the past two decades (Dallmann and Harley 2010; Kim et al., 2006; Li et al., 2016). 
This undermines the efforts to reduce excessive Nr deposition in sensitive ecosystems and 
pose an even higher risk to the vegetations because their normal function will be impaired 
when exposed to too much ammonium in soil and water (Bobbink and Hicks 2014). 
 Building upon the accumulated pieces of evidence finding the importance of NH3 
emission control, this thesis seeks to quantify the impacts of increasing NH3 emissions on 
air quality and ecosystem well-being in the U.S. under future conditions using chemical 
transport modeling. Further, the research lays out how global change acts together with 
emissions changes to modify the composition and acidity of aerosols. 
The ability of models to simulate aerosol formation or Nr deposition largely depends 
on the input emissions inventory. However, there is a large uncertainty associated with 
NH3 emission estimates. The national total NH3 emission estimates reported by different 
inventories vary by a factor of 2 (Paulot et al., 2014). Comparison between top-down 
emission estimates using satellite observations and the bottom-up inventories developed 
by using estimates of human activities and emissions factors suggest that the inventoried 
emission strength is generally underestimated by a factor of 10 to 100 for large point 
sources (Dammers et al., 2019; Van Damme et al., 2018). A lack of detailed information 
for emission factors and agricultural activity level obscure the development of a bottom-
up emission inventory with high spatial and temporal resolution. Numerous factors can 
influence the NH3 emission from agricultural practices, including the facility temperature, 
management practices for different animal types, nitrogen in the feed for livestock waste 
management and soil temperature, amount and timing for fertilizer application, application 
method for crop production (Cooter et al., 2012; McQuilling and Adams 2015).  
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A historical lack of NH3 monitoring data further limits our ability to constrain the 
emission estimates using inverse modeling technique. The routine monitoring of ambient 
NH3 concentration did not start until 2007 in the U.S. and only 107 operational monitoring 
sites are providing bi-weekly averages, 39 of which are collocated with NH4
+ monitoring 
sites,  providing much less data than what is required to capture the spatial and temporal 
distribution of NH3 emissions. The increasing availability of satellite observations of NH3 
columns provides a great opportunity to fill the gap with high spatial coverage and semi-
daily temporal resolution (Clarisse et al., 2009; Shephard et al., 2020; Van Damme et al., 
2015b; Warner et al., 2016). 
This thesis first evaluates the present and future environmental impacts of NH3 
emission by assessing 1) the response of aerosol acidity, PM2.5 mass concentration, and 
chemical speciation to co-occurring emissions and climatological changes; 2) the change 
in Nr deposition amount and relative abundance of Nr-red. In this first section of the thesis, 
emission estimates from the National Emission Inventory (NEI) are adopted as the 
emission input data for the Community Multiscale Air Quality Model (CMAQ) (USEPA 
2015). Given the recognized uncertainty in the NH3 inventories, the potential bias of the 
NH3 emission estimates is then addressed by inverse modeling optimization using the 
adjoint of CMAQ and satellite retrieved NH3 column density from the Infrared 
Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) (Van Damme et al., 2015b). The implications 
of the optimized NH3 emission estimates are quantified by re-evaluating the change in 
PM2.5 and Nr deposition. All research presented in this thesis focus on the contiguous 
United States (CONUS). A diagram of the integrated modeling framework for the thesis is 
 5 




Figure 1-1 Flow chart of the integrated modeling framework and major outcomes of 
each chapter in this thesis 
 
Chapter 2 presents current and future responses of aerosol pH and composition in the 
CONUS to declining SO2 emissions and increasing NH3 emissions. A set of sensitivity 
tests are performed by perturbing the SO2 and NH3 emissions based on projected baseline 
future emissions following representative concentration pathway (RCP) 4.5 and MiniCAM 
stabilization scenarios (Thomson et al., 2011). The aerosol pH and aerosol formation are 
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simulated using CMAQ v5.0.2, which incorporates the thermodynamic equilibrium model 
ISORROPIA-II (Fountoukis and Nenes 2007; USEPA 2014a). Results showed that the 
aerosol will remain acidic in the future even with an aggressive reduction of anthropogenic 
SO2 emissions and an increase in agricultural NH3 emissions in the US. Limited “nitrate 
substitution” occurs even if SO2 emissions are further reduced drastically in the future. The 
projected NH3 emission increase in the future will barely change the PM2.5 mass load, even 
under the most extreme SO2 emissions control scenario. A modified version of this chapter 
has been published in Environmental Science and Technology (Chen et al., 2019). 
Chapter 3 presents the ecological impacts of Nr deposition at present-day and future levels 
by comparing the simulated Nr deposition with multiple critical loads targeting the 
protection of different sensitive ecosystems. The simulated deposition fields are integrated 
water with the US Geological Survey (USGS) water quality model, SPARROW, to 
qualitatively estimate the main source of total Nr load at the watershed level over the 
CONUS (Schwarz et al., 2006). The results show that the decline in nitrogen deposition 
achieved by NOx emission control for power and transport sectors would be offset or even 
reversed by NH3 emission increase from the agricultural sector. The assessment helps 
inform regulation priorities for NH3 emission regulation in the country by identifying areas 
with Nr critical load exceedances and areas sensitive to atmospheric Nr deposition. A 
modified version of this chapter is under review in Earth’s Future (Chen et al., 2020a). 
Results from the second and third chapters evaluate the model performance of CMAQ 
simulation using NH3 emission estimates from NEI. 
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Chapter 4 presents the optimization of NH3 emission estimates using inverse modeling 
techniques and satellite retrieved NH3 column density. A hybrid inverse modeling 
approach consisting iterative mass balance (IMB) optimization at coarse resolution 
followed by four-dimensional variational assimilation (4D-Var) optimization at fine 
resolution is applied for the first time to optimize NH3 emissions. The 4D-Var optimization 
framework is developed in this thesis using the newly developed multiphase adjoint of 
CMAQ v5.0 and a steepest-descent optimization algorithm (Zhao et al., 2019). The 
optimization is performed in April, July, and October 2011 using IASI observations in the 
corresponding months. The 2011 NEI is used as the a priori emission inventory. The results 
find that total NH3 emission is underestimated by 46% in April with a significant low bias 
in Southern states and a high bias in the Midwest. In July and October, the optimized NH3 
emission is only ~7% higher than the 2011NEI and the spatial distribution agrees well. 
Model evaluation using independent observations shows that the optimized emission 
estimates yield a better agreement between simulated and observed NH3 concentration and 
particulate NH4
+ concentrations, supporting that the optimized inventory is improved from 
top-down constrains. A re-evaluation of aerosol formation and Nr deposition using the 
optimized NH3 emission show that the relative contribution of NH4NO3 to PM2.5 is lower 
in Midwest and higher in Pacific West and the Rocky Mountains. The magnitude of change 
is larger than 10%, suggesting that the uncertainty of NH3 emission inventory is a key 
factor for errors in the PM2.5 simulation. The Nr deposition is generally higher in sensitive 
regions with the optimized NH3 emission, implying an underestimated role of agricultural 
NH3 emissions to the elevated Nr burden. A modified version of this chapter is under 
review in Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics (Chen et al., 2020b). 
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The final chapter concludes the thesis with a summary of major finding in the previous 
chapters as well as ideas for future work that will allow further applications of the 
integrated modeling framework developed in this thesis, and its application to studies 
involving agricultural NH3 emissions on air, and water quality, and new observations 
worldwide from space.  
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CHAPTER 2. CURRENT AND FUTURE RESPONSES OF 
AEROSOL PH AND COMPOSITION IN THE US TO DECLINING 
SO2 EMISSIONS AND INCREASING NH3 EMISSIONS 
2.1 Abstract 
 Aerosol pH can affect gas-particle partitioning of semi-volatile species, secondary 
aerosol formation, aerosol water uptake and growth, acid deposition and, potentially, 
aerosol toxicity. Despite its importance, aerosol pH projected in the near future has not 
been addressed explicitly while investigating the response of aerosol concentrations to 
emission regulations. In this study, we apply CMAQ to simulate aerosol pH in 2011 and 
2050 across the continental US. We also assess the influence of two major emission trends, 
declining SO2 emissions and rising NH3 emissions, with a set of sensitivity simulations. 
Our results show that the aerosols will remain acidic with average pH typically ranging 
from 0.5 to 3.5 in 2050. Further reducing domestic SO2 emissions does not significantly 
decrease aerosol acidity, even if SO2 emissions were reduced to preindustrial level because 
of the nonlinear response of SO4
2- concentration to SO2 emissions, and the semi-volatile 
NH3-NH4
+ buffering effect. Aerosol pH response to NH3 emission increase will remain 
minor. Consequently, future fine particulate matter control efficiency will not be undercut 
by additional nitrate aerosol formation even if SO2 emissions from industry and electricity 
generation are aggressively controlled, though areas will see some substitution leading to 
nitrate increases if NOx emissions are not reduced. 
2.2 Introduction 
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Exposure to ambient fine particles (particulate matter with aerodynamic diameter of 2.5 
micrometers or less i.e., PM2.5) is linked to adverse health outcomes (Burnett et al., 2014; 
Nel 2005). PM2.5 can also disturb the nutrient balance of ecosystems (Galloway et al., 
2003), and impact climate (Ramanathan et al., 2001). While not directly observed, aerosol 
pH is critical because it not only influences the ambient concentration of PM2.5 through 
mediating the formation pathways of organic and inorganic compounds (Cheng et al., 
2016; Wang et al., 2016a), but also affects several other important chemical, physical, and 
radiative properties. The total mass of PM2.5 formed and the chemical composition are 
affected by aerosol pH because it affects the gas-particle partitioning of semi-volatile 
species including ammonia (NH3) and ammonium (NH4
+), nitric acid (HNO3) and nitrate 
(NO3
-), and organic acids (Guo et al., 2016). The gas-particle partitioning further influences 
the amount and the spatial pattern of reactive nitrogen deposition because the deposition 
velocities of NH3 and HNO3 are much higher than particle bound NH4
+ and NO3
- (Sehmel 
1980). Aerosol pH also influence the solubility of trace metals contained in particles (Fang 
et al., 2015). The mobility and oxidation state of trace metals such as iron, copper, and 
manganese, in acidic atmospheric particles may link to their toxicity and ecosystem 
impacts (Fang et al., 2015; Oakes et al., 2012). Secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation 
is found to be enhanced at low pH (Marais et al., 2016; Surratt et al., 2007). Chamber 
studies also found that light-absorbing SOA is formed in the presence of highly acidic seeds 
as the formation process is accelerated at low pH (Moise et al., 2015; Song et al., 2013). 
Further, pH is associated with liquid water uptake (Guo et al., 2015). 
Aerosol pH is defined as the negative of the base 10 logarithms of the hydrogen ion (H+) 
activity in the particle water (Buck et al., 2002). It is determined by the thermodynamic 
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equilibrium between anions and cations in particles, as well as the particle liquid water 
content (LWC).  Although aerosol pH is difficult to precisely measure directly because of 
the non-conservation of the hydrogen ion, thermodynamic equilibrium models including 
AIM2 (Clegg et al., 1998; Clegg and Pitzer 1992), SCAPE2 (Kim et al., 1993), 
EQUISOLV II (Jacobson et al., 1996), ISORROPIA-II (Fountoukis and Nenes 2007), E-
AIM (Friese and Ebel 2010), and AIOMFAC (Zuend et al., 2011) can be used to estimate 
pH given the aerosol composition. Model evaluation studies show that they are capable of 
reproducing the measured gas-particle partitioning of semi-volatile species including NH3 
- NH4
+ and HNO3 - NO3
- pairs, both of which are sensitive to pH prediction bias (Guo et 
al., 2016; Guo et al., 2015; Hennigan et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2000).  
Aerosols are found to be highly acidic across the continental United States (CONUS) with 
the average bulk aerosol pH consistently below 3 (Lawal et al., 2018).  An evaluation of 
historical aerosol pH change over the past 15 years at a monitoring site in the southeastern 
US reveals that the pH remained below 2 while sulfate concentration decreased by 70% 
and predicts that the pH will remain low in the near future, even if sulfate concentrations 
are further reduced with other conditions unchanged (Weber et al., 2016).  
Studies project decreasing anthropogenic emissions of air pollutants, including SO2 and 
NOx, and increasing emissions of NH3 (Lee et al., 2016b; Pye et al., 2009; Trail et al., 
2014). Further impacting aerosol pH, projections from global and regional climate models 
predict that temperatures will rise and relative humidity (RH) will decrease through most 
of the CONUS (Yahya et al., 2017). Expanding urban areas in the future may also impact 
aerosol pH due to the urban heat island effect (Battaglia et al., 2017). 
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Despite its importance, the responses of aerosol pH to future changes in emissions and 
meteorological conditions are not well understood. Scenario simulations and sensitivity 
tests with chemical transport models provide an effective way to project future aerosol pH 
change for the CONUS with widely varying emissions and meteorological conditions. In 
this study, we employ the Community Multiscale Air Quality Model (CMAQ) (Byun and 
Schere 2006), which incorporates ISORROPIA- II to compare simulated aerosol pH for 
both historical (2011) and future scenarios (2050) over the CONUS. For the future baseline 
scenario, future sectoral emissions changes in various pollutants, including SO2 and NOx, 
were projected according to the RCP 4.5 scenario (Thomson et al., 2011). In addition, NH3 
emissions from livestock, fertilizer application, and forest fires were estimated using 
forecasted land use changes, agricultural activity, and population growth. The sensitivity 
of aerosol pH to SO2 emission changes is derived by simulating the future pH change at 
different SO2 reduction levels starting from the baseline scenario. The relationship between 
NH3 emission increases to changes in aerosol pH projected in the near future at varying 
SO2 emission levels is also investigated. The implications for nitrate aerosol formation and 
human health impacts caused by aerosol pH in response to changing emissions are 
quantified. 
2.3 Materials and Methods 
2.3.1 Emissions and meteorological fields 
Historical emissions were generated for the year 2011 from EPA 2011 air emissions 
modeling platform v6.1 based on the 2011 National Emissions Inventory (USEPA 2014b) 
using a 36 km by 36 km horizontal grid. Emissions of the future baseline scenario were 
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derived by applying sectoral annual-fixed adjustment factors for each species. Specifically, 
sector-specific growth factors of emissions of NOx, SO2, NH3, CO, CH4, VOC, elemental 
carbon (EC), organic carbon (OC), and other PM components were applied to six 
anthropogenic sectors (international shipping, mobile sources, residential and commercial 
use, power plants, industry, and solvents). The growth factors were calculated as the ratio 
of annual emissions between the year 2050 and year 2010 over the CONUS following the 
RCP4.5 pathway (Thomson et al., 2011) (Table A-1). Future NH3 emissions from livestock 
were projected based on historical and future animal populations by assuming constant 
emission factors for the source categories between 2011 and 2050. Animal-specific 
population regressions were performed for cattle, swine, and poultry production using 
historical and future livestock projection statistics from U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) (Figure A-1) (USDA 2018a; b). As future animal statistics were only available 
until 2027, linear growth was assumed afterward. Fertilizer application emissions for both 
historical and future scenarios were estimated using CMAQ with the NH3 bidirectional 
exchange model and EPIC simulated fertilizer application associated with land-use types 
(Bash et al., 2013). Historical and future land-use data were derived from the LandCarbon 
Database under the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change A1B scenario (Zhu et al., 
2010). The projected increase in agricultural NH3 emissions assumes mitigation measures 
to improve NUE and abatement approaches to reduce atmospheric NH3 emissions remain 
unchanged at present-day level.  
While the baseline 2050 scenario already represents a 70% reduction in SO2 emissions, a 
series of future reduction scenarios were simulated to test the sensitivity of aerosol pH 
change to future SO2 reduction. Total SO2 emissions were reduced to 25% and 6.25% of 
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the future baseline level for each grid within the study domain. For each SO2 emission 
level, aerosol pH was simulated with both current and future NH3 emission levels to 
explore the difference in the sensitivity of aerosol pH change to NH3 emission changes at 
varying SO2 emission levels. We also include two scenarios which exclude all 
anthropogenic SO2 emissions to distinguish the effects of anthropogenic emissions on 
aerosol pH. All scenarios simulated in this study are summarized in Table 2-1. 
Meteorological fields for use by CMAQ and emissions estimates were downscaled using 
the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model using global fields from the Goddard 
Institute for Space Studies (GISS) ModelE2 (Trail et al., 2013) for the year 2010 and year 
2050 Spectral nudging was used in WRF. Changes in temperature, RH, horizontal wind 
velocities, soil temperature and moisture, and surface pressure were considered. Single 




Table 2-1 Description of emissions and meteorological data for simulation scenarios. 
The emission year for different species and the year of meteorology for each 
scenario is provided. The values of annual emissions of SO2 and NH3 over the 
CONUS is provided in parentheses with the emission year. 
Scenario Description 
Emission year for different species 
(annual emission values for the 
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2.3.2 Chemical transport model 
Aerosol pH was simulated over the CONUS for historical (2011) and future (2050) years 
at a 36km by 36 km resolution using CMAQ 5.0.2 (USEPA 2014a). The model extends 
vertically up to around 15.9 km, though this study focuses on particles in the surface layer 
(~18m). For regional analysis, the CONUS was divided into northeastern, southeastern, 
central, and western US as defined in Figure A-2. All scenario simulations were run for 
one year with a 10-day spin-up. CMAQ default boundary conditions for chemical 
mechanism CB05 with AERO06 were used. These are designed to represent relatively 
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clean air in the eastern half of the US (Gipson 1999). The same boundary conditions were 
used for all simulations to focus on the emissions’ influence on aerosol pH. Detailed model 
setup was described by a previous study (Trail et al., 2014).   
Aerosol pH was estimated from the thermodynamic equilibrium of the simulated K+ - Ca2+ 
- Mg2+ - NH4
+ - Na+ - SO4
2- - NO3
- Cl- - H2O system with ISORROPIA-II implemented in 
the aerosol module (AERO6) in CMAQ (Fountoukis and Nenes 2007). The “forward 
mode” and “metastable” aerosol option were chosen for ISORROPIA-II, given that the 
daily average RH in most grids over the CONUS is over 60% and particle gas 
concentrations are available. The model results from ISORROPIA-II are also more robust 
under the “metastable” mode, while coding errors have been identified in the “stable” mode 
(Song et al., 2018). The inclusion of crustal species allows for evaluation of the influence 
of sea salt and dust on aerosol pH.  Some studies suggest that sea salt and dust emissions 
may change in the future due to climate change (Struthers et al., 2013; Tegen et al., 2004).  
Such changes are uncertain and were assumed to be constant between the current and future 
scenarios. In addition to its implementation directly in CMAQ, ISORROPIA-II was also 
run offline with gas and condensed phase species concentrations from CMAQ to test the 
sensitivity of aerosol pH to temperature and RH. When computing aerosol pH using 
ISORROPIA-II, fine mode particles including both the Aitken mode and the accumulation 
mode are considered, and the particles are assumed to be internally mixed and independent 
of the particle size (Fountoukis and Nenes 2007). Daily average aerosol pH values were 
calculated using daily average equilibrium H+ concentrations and LWC based on the 
CMAQ hourly output. Seasonal and annual average aerosol pH were then calculated by 
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averaging the daily aerosol pH. It is worth noticing that different ways of averaging will 
lead to different pH values (Figure A-3). 
2.3.3 Ambient data for model evaluation  
Although the model performance of CMAQ to simulate PM2.5 concentrations over the US 
has been examined before (Struthers et al., 2013; Tegen et al., 2004; Trail et al., 2014; 
USEPA 2018), its ability to simulate aerosol pH has not been as extensively evaluated, 
especially over the entire CONUS domain. We compared the predicted and observed 
partitioning of semi-volatile species including NH3 - NH4
+ and HNO3 - NO3
- pairs as a 
proxy because they are very sensitive to pH (Guo et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2015). The 
partitioning ratios (ε(NH4
+) and ε(NO3
-)) were defined as the molar ratio of NH4
+ and NO3
- 
to total ammonium (TNHx = NH3 (g) + NH4
+) and total nitrate (TNO3 = HNO3 (g) + NO3
- 
), respectively.  The observational data for HNO3, NO3
-, and NH4
+ were obtained from the 
Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET) and data for NH3 were obtained from 
collocated Ammonia Monitoring Network (AMoN) and CASTNET sites for the year 2011. 
Data for NH3 and NH4
+ from three sites of the Southeast Aerosol Research and 
Characterization (SEARCH) network were also included. The time resolution chosen for 
model evaluation was determined by the time resolution of available monitoring data. For 
the HNO3 - NO3
- pairs, there are 82 sites in total with weekly average concentrations 
reported. For the NH3 - NH4
+ pair, there are 42 sites in total and the bi-weekly average was 
taken, as that is the temporal resolution of NH3 concentration reported for AMoN. 
Reanalysis meteorology fields and emissions generated for the year 2011 were used as 
inputs to CMAQ. The weekly average of HNO3 and NO3
- concentrations, as well as the 
biweekly average of NH3 and NH4
+ concentrations, were extracted from CMAQ outputs 
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for each grid covering the monitoring sites. Annual average aerosol pH from CMAQ 
simulations was also compared with that predicted from ISORROPIA-II offline provided 
from a recent study (Lawal et al., 2018). The estimates are based on measured gas and 
particle species concentration, temperature, and RH measured at CASTNET, AMoN, and 
SEARCH. When comparing the simulated results in this study with measurements, the bias 
is defined as the deviation of simulated values from the measurements, meaning a low bias 
indicates the simulated value is lower than the measurement and vice versa. Limited by 
available information, this study has not considered the potential systematic offsets 
between different monitoring networks with different site setup and methods. Future model 
development and evaluation will benefit from more spatially extensive and species-
comprehensive measurements.  
We also employed a second evaluation method, assessing model simulated PM2.5 
compositions against ambient monitoring network data (Nolte et al., 2015). The modeled 




volatile cations (NVC, referring to Na+, K+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ in this study) were compared.  
2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Model evaluation 
CMAQ’s ability to capture the variability in aerosol pH is shown by comparing the 
observed and simulated partitioning ratio of semi-volatile species, which are sensitive 
proxies of pH variation.  Comparison between simulated and monitored PM2.5 composition 
concentrations further support the model’s ability to capture the overall aerosol pH spatial 
trend. Annual average partitioning ratios (ε(NH4
+) and ε(NO3
-) are calculated based on 
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simulated and measured gas and particle concentrations (Figure 2-1). Normalized mean 
bias (NMB) and normalized root mean square errors (NRMSE) are calculated to evaluate 
the spatial variation of partitioning ratios at the monitoring sites. Overall, CMAQ 
successfully captures the spatial trend of ε(NH4
+) and ε(NO3
-) over the CONUS, e.g., the 
high ε(NH4
+) in the eastern US and lower ratios in the central and western US.  The NMB 
was 8.3%, although the predicted concentrations for NH3 and NH4
+ are both biased low 
compared to monitoring results (Figure A-4). The low bias in NH3 and NH4
+ is consistent 
with the finding that TNHx wet deposition is underestimated after precipitation adjustment 
in CMAQ version 5.0 when including the bi-directional NH3 flux (Bash et al., 2013). For 
ε(NO3
-), the model is biased low (40%) because of the low bias in NO3
- (Figure A-4). 
Several factors have been hypothesized for the low bias in NO3
-, including a bias in NO3
- 
fraction between fine and coarse mode (Nolte et al., 2015), decreased reliability of  
ISORROPIA-II at low RH (Guo et al., 2016), and lower ambient NH3 predicted using 
CMAQ with bi-directional NH3 flux (Bash et al., 2013). Simulated pH in this study is 
generally lower (more acidic) than the pH calculated based on observed concentrations, 
temperature, and RH at the monitoring sites (Figure 2-1). The absolute difference between 
annual average pH varies from 0.04 to 3.7 units. However, the relative difference is under 
40% for 25 out of the 32 sites. For the four sites with relative differences over 60%, the 
measured NVC concentrations were among the highest of all sites. However, CMAQ failed 
to reproduce such high NVC concentrations, and the simulated values were only 3% to 
11% of the measured values. This can be tied to a potential low bias in the emissions or the 




Figure 2-1 Overlay of annual mean gas-particle partitioning ratios, ε(NH4+) and 
ε(NO3-), and aerosol pH calculated based on simulated (color map) and observed 
(colored dots) concentrations over the study domain. The number of monitoring 
sites (N), NMB, and NRMSE are provided along the plots. 
 
Comparison between simulated and observed biweekly average concentrations of NH3 (g) 
and NH4
+, and weekly average concentrations of HNO3 and NO3
- for all sites shows most 
of the data pairs scattered around the 1:1 line (Figure A-3). The data pairs of NH3 and NO3
- 
deviate from the one and five times the range when the simulated concentrations approach 
the low end, especially below 0.1 μg/m3. This indicates that CMAQ tends to have a low 
bias in aerosol pH in areas with lower reactive nitrogen emissions, though the measured 
values are also subject to larger uncertainties when they are close to the instruments’ 
minimum detection limits (Puchalski et al., 2011; Solomon et al., 2014). A clear 
dependence of NO3
- and hence ε(NO3
-) bias on RH is found (Figure A-5). Including RH as 
an explanatory variable increases the adjusted R2 for NO3
- and ε(NO3
-). The low bias in 
NO3
- and ε(NO3
-) suggests that the estimated pH calculated within CMAQ is less accurate 
in the Rocky Mountains area of the US where both the RH and emissions are low, and the 
relative dust contribution is a higher fraction of the total (Guo et al., 2016).  
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The spatial pattern of simulated SO4
2- concentration agrees well with observations with an 
R2 of 0.8. For NO3
- and NH4
+, the simulated concentrations also agree well with 
observations, except for several monitoring sites in western coastal areas in California 
(Figure A-6), where low biases in NO3
- and NH4
+ concentrations were found. Two factors 
influence this. First, as discussed above, the simulated concentration of NVC is biased low 
in California, which in turn leads to underestimation of aerosol pH. Although increasing 
NVC concentrations to observed levels would yield higher NO3
- concentrations, simulated 
NH4
+ concentrations would be more biased. Second, NH3 emissions in California may be 
underestimated (Nowak et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2013). Simultaneously increasing NVC 
concentrations and TNHx would result in a better agreement between simulated and 
monitored NO3
- and NH4
+ concentrations in the western coastal sites in California. The 
results for comparison between daily average concentrations are provided in the Supporting 
Information (Figure A-7). 
Given the uncertainties in the measurements, emissions and meteorological fields model 
evaluation results using data from the four monitoring networks support that CMAQ v5.0.2 
simulates aerosol pH over the CONUS with skill and captures the impacts of varying 
emissions and meteorological conditions. Simulating pH in some regions (e.g., coastal 
areas, Rocky Mountains) is more challenging because of the high impact from NVCs 
and/or low RH and pollutant concentrations. 
2.4.2 Emission changes between 2011 and 2050 
Overall, total NH3 emissions are predicted to increase by 12% between 2011 and 2050, 
while SO2 and NOx emissions will be reduced by 52% and 70%, respectively. The increase 
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in NH3 emissions derived here is lower than the estimate of the RCP4.5 scenario (20%) 
(Thomson et al., 2011). The NH3 emission from livestock are projected to increase by 10% 
in this study instead of 24% in the RCP4.5 scenario.  The results here are derived from 
estimated livestock counts where no further emission control measures are assumed. The 
decreasing percentage of SO2 and NOx emissions are comparable to predictions for the US 
with expected future air quality regulations for electricity generation units and mobile 
sources, and climate change mitigation measures to constrain fossil fuel consumption (Lee 
et al., 2016b). All regions except the northeastern US had lower SO2 emissions (based on 
equivalents) than NH3 emission equivalents in the year 2011 (Figure A-8). The forecasted 
reductions in SO2 emissions and increase of NH3, in the year 2050 lead to lower SO2 
emission equivalents than NH3. For the SO2 emissions reduction scenarios, total SO2 
emissions were 0.43 and 0.11 Tg for FS1 and FS2, respectively, with nearly 75% reduction 
from industrial (55%) and electricity generation (19%) activities. In fact, even if we remove 
all the SO2 emissions from anthropogenic sources in the year 2050, SO2 emissions only 
from forest fires are 0.15 Tg, which is higher than anthropogenic SO2 emissions in the FS2 
scenario. The ultra-low level of anthropogenic emissions in the FS2 scenario allows us to 
test how chemical composition and ambient aerosol pH would respond if SO2 emissions 
were reduced to “pre-industrial” levels. 
2.4.3 Aerosol pH change in 2050 
The spatial patterns of annual average aerosol pH are similar between the historical and 
future baseline scenarios (Figure 2-2). Overall, the aerosol pH remains below 3 for most 
parts of the CONUS despite the variation of emissions and meteorological conditions. The 
central region with larger amounts of N fertilizer application has the highest aerosol pH. 
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The aerosol pH is above 3 near livestock farming areas in the Midwest US and California. 
The northeastern US has the lowest aerosol pH in the spring, summer, and autumn with an 
average below 1 and 1.5 for the historical and future baseline scenarios, respectively. 
Although the NH3 emissions are higher in the spring and summer, the aerosol pH is highest 
in winter when NH4NO3 formation is thermodynamically favored due to low temperatures 
(Seinfeld and Pandis. 2016).  
Compared to the historical scenario, aerosol pH increases in FB for most parts of the 
CONUS. Despite the significant decrease in SO2 and NOx emissions most parts of the 
CONUS only have an increase in pH ranging from 0 to 0.4, not likely causing major 
changes in aerosol chemical processes (Guo et al., 2017a; Guo et al., 2017b). The highest 
pH increases (0.6 ~ 0.8 unit) were seen in parts of the northeastern US where the aerosols 
are very acidic with pH below 1 in the historical scenario. These results further support the 
finding of Weber et al. (Weber et al., 2016) that fine particles will remain acidic, on average, 
not only in the southeastern US but the rest of the CONUS under a variety of emission and 
meteorological conditions. The seasonal average pH change is positive for all regions 
across the four seasons except the winter average for the western CONUS (Figure A-9). In 
the FB scenario, wintertime aerosol pH is as low as 1.5 in western CONUS, while the pH 
increase is under 0.25 in spring, summer, and fall, which is much smaller than in the other 
regions. The decrease of aerosol pH in winter and the small increase in the other seasons 
together lead to a decrease in annual average pH between historical and future scenarios 
for the western CONUS. 
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Figure 2-2 Comparison between the spatial distribution of CMAQ simulated annual 
average aerosol pH in historical (2011) and future (2050) scenarios. The lower panel 
displays the corresponding change of seasonal average aerosol pH for northeastern 
(NE), southeastern (SE), central (C) and western (W) US in 2011 (left) and 2050 
(middle), as well as their differences (right). March, April, and May (MAM) are 
defined as spring. June, July, and August (JJA) are defined as summer. September, 
October, and November (SON) are defined as autumn. December, January, and 
February (DJF) are defined as winter. 
 
Both emission changes and meteorological condition changes lead to the aerosol pH 
change between historical and future scenarios. To distinguish the contributions of the two 
factors, a set of three pH simulations were run with ISORROPIA-II offline using 




gas phase concentrations of NH3 and HNO3 from CMAQ results and surface temperature 
and RH from WRF outputs. Simulation 1 (S_1) uses both CMAQ and WRF results from 
the historical scenario, simulation 2 (S_2) uses CMAQ results from the FB simulation and 
WRF results from the historical simulation, and simulation 3 (S_3) uses both CMAQ and 
WRF results from the FB simulation. The aerosol pH change between S_2 and S_1 
approximates the contribution from emission changes, and the pH change between S_3 and 
S_2 approximates the contribution from meteorological changes. Using ISORROPIA-II 
offline allows us to better isolate the contribution of meteorological condition changes to 
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future aerosol pH changes in a computationally efficient way. It also allows us to clearly 
distinguish the impact of temperature and RH change through mediating the 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Emission changes lead to an increase in the aerosol pH in all 
the four regions across seasons (Figure A-10). The increase due to emission controls in the 
future is smallest in the western CONUS where the SO2 emissions are already low and the 
reduction is less significant than in other regions. Meteorological changes generally lead 
to a decrease in the aerosol pH during winter in the northeastern and southeastern CONUS. 
The magnitude of pH decrease from meteorological condition changes is smaller than the 
pH increase from emission changes except during winter in the western CONUS. It is 
predicted that the winter time temperature will be ~3-4 K higher with lower RH for the 
western states in the future (Figure A-11) (Cayan et al., 2010; Trail et al., 2013). The 
warmer and dryer atmosphere results in the decrease of aerosol pH because the partitioning 
of ammonia to the condensed phase is less favored and liquid water decreases. Given the 
anticipated reduced RH in the future (Cayan et al., 2010; Overpeck and Udall 2010), further 
examining the meteorological impacts on aerosol pH and related NH3 emission and 
deposition changes in the western CONUS is potentially important. It should be noted, 
however, that the impact of meteorological changes estimated from offline simulation 
results may deviate from a stand-alone WRF-CMAQ simulation with historical emissions 
and future meteorological conditions because the meteorologically-mediated emissions 
and reactions and changes in transport processes are not included. In addition, our historical 
and future simulations were run with two single-year meteorological fields (2010 and 
2050) from the GISS ModelE2. Further investigation is needed to fully address the impact 
of meteorological changes on aerosol pH. 
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2.4.4 Sensitivity of aerosol pH change to SO2 emission reductions 
When total SO2 emissions are further reduced to 25% and 6.25% of the future baseline 
value (FS1 and FS2), the annual average aerosol pH increased from 1.8 to 2.0 and 2.1, 
respectively (Figure 2-3). In comparison, removing all the anthropogenic SO2 emissions 
also led to an average pH of 2.1, further supporting that controlling SO2 emissions alone 
will not cause a drastic increase in aerosol pH in the CONUS. The increase is higher in the 
eastern CONUS, where there are more major SO2 emission sources than in the central and 
western regions. The simulated pH from the FS2 scenario indicates that average aerosol 
pH over the CONUS would stay around 2 even if all anthropogenic SO2 emission were 
eliminated while the emissions of other species remained relatively constant. There are 
three major factors leading to the low sensitivity of aerosol pH change to SO2 emission 
reduction. First, partitioning of the NH3 stabilized the aerosol pH because NH4
+ will have 
a higher tendency to partition to the gas phase when SO4
2- concentration decreases and 
aerosol pH increases (Weber et al., 2016). The NH4
+ concentration generally tracks the 
decreasing trend of SO4
2- concentration, even though NH3 emissions stay constant among 
the three scenarios (Figure 2-3). Second, the decrease of SO4
2- in response to SO2 emission 
reduction is non-linear, especially when SO2 emissions are reduced to a very low level 
within the CONUS and SO4
2- transported into the domain starts to dominate. Figure A-12 
displays the spatial distribution of normalized SO4
2- concentration change in response to 
SO2 emission reduction. The brute-force sensitivity is ~40% to 60% in the eastern CONUS 
and ~10% to 25% in the western CONUS between FB and FS1, and it drops to ~5% to 
20% for the whole CONUS between FS1 and FS2. In fact, the surface concentration of 
SO4
2- from the boundary condition (1.2 µg/m3) is 4 times higher than the annual average 
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concentration in the western CONUS in the FS2 simulation (0.3 µg/m3), indicating the 
strong contribution of SO4
2- transport into the domain. By comparing the aerosol pH 
between our scenarios and a set of sensitivity simulations where the SO2 and SO4
2- 
concentration in the boundary conditions are reduced by half, we show that the aerosol pH 
will be increasingly more sensitive to the boundary conditions as SO2 emissions are 
reduced (Figure A-13). The contribution from the transboundary transport is expected to 
dominate the aerosol pH change over half of the CONUS when domestic SO2 emissions 
are reduced to the preindustrial level. With the ongoing SO2 emission reductions in other 
countries, especially China (Craig et al., 2018), the influx of SO2 and SO4
2- is expected to 
decrease in the future, lowering the SO4
2- concentrations in western North America, though 
this trend can be offset by increases in other countries, e.g., India (Heald et al., 2012). The 
resulting impact on aerosol pH warrants further investigation. It is also noted that 
concentrations of NH4
+ and NVCs are not included in the boundary conditions, resulting 
in very acidic aerosols in areas close to the boundary. However, a sensitivity test assuming 
sulfate exists as ammonium sulfate on the boundary shows that the missing cations have 
little impact on aerosol pH estimation within the CONUS (Figure A-14). 
Simulated aerosol pH may be biased due to model inputs and process descriptions. For 
example, by incorporating ISORROPIA-II, CMAQ only considers the inorganic 
compounds when calculating aerosol pH, though the impact of organics on pH prediction 
is believed to be minor even if the contribution of organics to total fine particle increases. 
Several studies have shown that organics have a minor impact on aerosol pH in the 
southeastern sites (Guo et al., 2015; Vasilakos et al., 2018) where organics are already high. 
Sensitivity analysis results by Vasilakos et al. (Vasilakos et al., 2018) show that the 
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conclusion stands even when organics are increased by 50%, although a larger impact 
might arise when phase separation exists in the aerosols (Pye et al., 2018). Our simulations 
have not considered the conversion of inorganic sulfate to organosulfates, which is 
expected to impact aerosol pH predictions because the conversion acts as a sink for 
inorganic sulfate, especially under acidic conditions (Surratt et al., 2007). In addition, as 
discussed in the model evaluation, the high bias in NVC concentration estimation at coastal 
regions will also bias the pH and corresponding sensitivity simulations. The “internally 
mixed” assumption may also introduce bias into the aerosol pH estimates as there exists a 
decreasing trend of aerosol acidity with growing particle size (Craig et al., 2018). 
 
Figure 2-3 The sensitivity of aerosol pH, SO42-, NO3-, NH4+, total fine mode PM mass 
concentration, and liquid water concent (LWC) to SO2 emission reduction. The 
regional and CONUS annual average values for the three future scenarios (future 
baseline (FB), future sensitivity scenario 1 (FS1), and future sensitivity scenario 2 
(FS2)) are plotted as colored bars. 
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2.4.5 Effects of SO2 emissions control and NH3 emissions increase on aerosol formation 
There has been discussion that “nitrate substitution” may increase the formation of nitrate 
aerosols as SO2 emissions are further decreased (Heald et al., 2012; Pye et al., 2009; 
Vayenas et al., 2005). As a result, PM2.5 concentrations may not respond to reductions in 
SO2 emissions as much as desired.  Recent studies agree that the response of nitrate aerosol 
formation to aerosol composition change depends on aerosol acidity, and there exists a 
“sensitive window” (pH ranging from 0 to 3, with the exact range depending on specific 
thermodynamic conditions) where the nitrate gas-particle partitioning is sensitive to pH 
change (Vayenas et al., 2005). In this study, we show “nitrate substitution” occurs to a 
limited extent even if we aggressively reduce SO2 emissions in the future over the CONUS. 
If the other emissions and meteorological conditions are unchanged, the increase of NO3
- 
concentration is less than 20%, while SO4
2- concentration decreased by over 35% from FB 
to FS2 on average over the CONUS (Figure 2-3). Still, partly due to the “substitution” 
effect, the reduction of total fine mode PM mass concentration from SO2 emission 
reduction is limited, ranging from 4% in the western US to 9% in the northeastern and the 
southeastern US from FB to FS2. A brute force calculation of the sensitivity of nitrate to 
sulfate concentration change by taking the differences between scenarios reveals that the 
increase of nitrate in response to the reduction in sulfate concentration is limited. The mass 
ratio will approach or exceed 1 in the central US only when SO2 emissions are further 
reduced to the preindustrial level in the future scenario (Figure A-15). The magnitude of 
substitution is very similar across the four seasons, although the formation of ammonium 
nitrate is expected to be more favorable under low-temperature conditions, possibly 
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because the pH increase is minor during winter. The limited increase in nitrate aerosol 
formation is expected because the aerosol pH increase is small in response to SO2 
emissions reduction and the process is only favored in a limited pH range. However, with 
the increase of nitrate and decrease of sulfate, the relative contribution of nitrate to total 
PM2.5 mass load starts to outweigh sulfate in some regions. Most midwestern states have a 
nitrate to sulfate mass ratio of about 2 for FS1 and FS2, indicating that when SO2 emissions 
are further reduced, the particles will shift from sulfate-dominated to nitrate-dominated in 
the more agriculture-intense regions where NH3 and soil NOx emissions from livestock and 
fertilizer application are abundant. A more comprehensive assessment of the future nitrate 
formation, however, will benefit from a carefully updated NVC emission inventory and the 
inclusion of organic nitrate formation. The significant reduction of SO4
2- also reduce the 
LWC, especially in southeastern U.S., implying an extra benefit in improving the visibility. 
The importance of NH3 in determining aerosol pH and its consequent impact on secondary 
aerosol formation has also been widely discussed (Guo et al., 2017b; Pozzer et al., 2017; 
Wang et al., 2016b). Although aerosol pH predictions vary, estimates find that aerosol pH 
generally remains below 5 even in NH3 abundant regions of the world and that excess NH3 
would mostly stay in the gas phase (Guo et al., 2017b). The results of this study further 
corroborate this conclusion. With the projected decrease of SO2 emissions and increase of 
NH3 emissions from the agriculture sector, most of the CONUS would have abundant NH3 
in the year 2050. However, the aerosol pH in most areas remains below 3, even in the 
central region where a significant amount of NH3 is emitted from fertilizer application and 
livestock. The anticipated increase of NH3 emission would result in a slight increase in 
aerosol pH, with a national average of 0.02 and a maximum of 0.25 under different SO2 
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emission reduction scenarios (Figure A-16). The result is consistent with a previous 
sensitivity study that found 50% and 100% reductions of agriculture NH3 emission will 
only lower the aerosol pH by 0.16 and 0.51 units, respectively (Ye et al., 2018). In fact, a 
regression of TNHx concentration change between scenarios with current and future NH3 
emission levels at different SO2 emission reduction level indicates that it always takes 10 
times increase of TNHx concentration to increase the aerosol pH by one (Figure A-17), as 
was found previously 56. Consequently, the projected NH3 emission increase in the future 
will barely change the PM2.5 mass load over the CONUS, even under the most extreme 
SO2 emissions control scenario. 
There are a number of studies finding an association between exposure to “strongly acidic 
aerosols” and adverse respiratory outcomes (Dockery et al., 1996; Spengler et al., 1989). 
Recent studies investigating the linkage between PM2.5 metals and the adverse health 
effects demonstrated that metals like iron can be mobilized into water-soluble forms, the 
more biologically accessible form, in acidic ambient aerosols (Ye et al., 2018). The 
atmospheric acid dissolution process increases the oxidative potential of aerosols, although 
most of the soluble transition metals are primarily emitted as insoluble forms (Fang et al., 
2015; Fang et al., 2017). Thus, decreasing the total mass of sulfate and the frequency of 
days with highly acidic aerosols will potentially decrease the rate of respiratory and 
cardiovascular diseases. Here, we found that aerosols do become slightly less acidic with 
SO2 controls. Further, the mass of acidic aerosol decreases. Both have the potential to 
provide widespread health benefits. Specifically, the number of days with daily average 
aerosol pH lower than 2 decreased from 206 days in 2011 to 54 days in 2050 in densely 
populated areas (grids with a population over 0.1 million) (Figure A-18), and the further 
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reductions of SO2 emissions between FS1 and FS2 completely eliminates the days with 
aerosol pH below 2 in those areas. The shift is especially obvious for the eastern and central 
US, where the response of aerosol pH increase to SO2 emissions reduction is higher.  
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CHAPTER 3. FUTURE REACTIVE NITROGEN DEPOSITION 
IN THE UNITED STATES DUE TO INCREASING 
AGRICULTURAL EMISSIONS  
3.1 Abstract 
Many sensitive ecosystems in areas protected for biodiversity conservation in the United 
States suffer from exposure to excess reactive nitrogen (Nr) released by fossil fuel 
combustion and agricultural practices and deposited onto the land surface and water bodies. 
The Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) model was applied over the contiguous 
United States to link emissions and climate change to reactive nitrogen deposition by 
simulating both present-day and future speciated Nr deposition to protected areas. Future 
conditions included examining the Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 climate and 
the Shared Socio-Economic Pathway 5 emission scenarios. We further identify protected 
areas that would benefit most from better Nr management strategies by comparing the 
simulated deposition with multiple critical loads (CLs) for both biodiversity and 
acidification in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Achieved by further NOx emission 
reductions from the mobile and power generation sectors, future Nr deposition is expected 
to decrease. However, in regions with intensive fertilizer application or hosting 
concentrated animal feeding operations, the reduction may be offset by rising agricultural 
NH3 emissions. The protected areas having CL exceedances in 2050 are expected to 
increase by 5.5% for empirical lichen-based CL, and by 11% and 22% for surface water 
and forest soil acidity, respectively, because of the agricultural NH3 emission increase. By 
linking the deposition simulations with a water quality model, we identified that 
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atmospheric deposition is the dominant source of nitrogen for several remote watersheds, 
including several lakes in National Parks and National Wilderness areas in Colorado, 
Montana, and Minnesota. 
3.2 Introduction 
As one of the major elements for building proteins and DNA, nitrogen in reactive forms 
(Nr) is critical to all life. However, excessive release of Nr from human activities (e.g., 
food production and fossil fuel combustion) is now exerting adverse impacts on human and 
ecosystem health in many regions worldwide (Galloway et al., 2008; Galloway et al., 2014; 
Stevens 2019). The enormous amount of anthropogenic Nr input in intensified agriculture 
areas is believed to be far exceeded for a sustainable nitrogen cycle (Battye et al., 2017; 
Steffen et al., 2015). As it cascades through the environment, the same atom of nitrogen 
emitted into the atmosphere transforms into a sequence of different forms and causes 
multiple effects in series, including air quality degradation (via ozone and aerosol 
formation) and deposition leading to alterations in natural ecosystems productivity, 
acidification of soils and surface waters, eutrophication in freshwaters and coastal marine 
ecosystems, biodiversity loss, and production of N2O (an important greenhouse gas) 
(Galloway et al., 2003).  
During the past two decades, Nr deposition in the US has shifted from an oxidized Nr-
dominated (Nr-ox, i.e. nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, nitrate radical, dinitrogen pentoxide , 
nitric acid, nitrous acid, peroxy-nitric acid, organic nitrate, peroxyacetyl nitrate, and nitrate 
) pattern to a reduced Nr-dominated (Nr-red, i.e. ammonia and ammonium) pattern because 
nitrate (NO3
-) deposition has been decreasing due to successful emission controls of NOx 
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from mobile sources, energy generation units, and other sources (Dallmann and Harley 
2010; Kim et al., 2006; Li et al., 2016). Further reduction of Nr emissions from fossil fuel 
combustion is expected to continue in the near future with more stringent air quality and 
emission standards, as well as the shift to natural gas (Campbell et al., 2018; Paltsev et al., 
2011). In contrast, ammonia (NH3) emission from agricultural sources continues to rise, 
exacerbated by the growth of both domestic and export food demand (Galloway et al., 
2007; NRC 2008). For crop production, the amount of surplus nitrogen remains high over 
the past decades despite an improved nitrogen-use efficiency (NUE) because a rising 
amount of fertilizer is applied, resulting in Nr-red loss to the environment (Zhang et al., 
2015). Increased meat consumption also raises Nr emission and discharge from animal 
manure handling (Zeng et al., 2019). Greater contribution from agriculture sources to the 
environment Nr load is expected in the foreseen future, as more food is needed to sustain 
a growing population. The rising temperature under climate warming will also favor the 
release of NH3 from vegetation, soil surface, and farms (Bash et al., 2013; Massad et al., 
2010; Shen et al., 2019a; Sutton et al., 2013). Agricultural sources will contribute to Nr 
deposition to a larger extent if more energy needs will be met by biofuel (Davis et al., 
2016). As a result, the decrease in Nr deposition achieved by controls on mobile sources 
and power generation may be canceled out by increasing Nr release from agricultural 
sources. How future changes in emission sources and climates will affect Nr deposition has 
only been sparsely investigated (Church and Van Sickle 1999; Ellis et al., 2013; Tagaris et 
al., 2008). 
Although atmospheric deposition is a relatively minor nitrogen source to streams in urban 
and agricultural catchments, it is usually the dominant source of Nr in remote areas such 
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as headwater lakes and sensitive streams (Baron et al., 2011; Ellis et al., 2013). Knowing 
which watersheds may be more vulnerable to Nr deposition increase when agricultural 
emissions rise in the future can help identify the regions that will benefit more from 
agricultural Nr management. 
Critical loads (CL) provide quantitative estimates of the thresholds below which the 
exposure to a pollutant is not expected to cause a significant adverse effect over the long 
term based on the current knowledge (Nilsson 1988). To understand the ecological impacts 
of Nr deposition, the deposition amounts are compared with the CLs and exceedances for 
CLs indicate the likelihood of an ecosystem suffering from excess nitrogen deposition 
under current and future scenarios (Ellis et al., 2013). It should be noted that a given 
location can have multiple CL values depending on the receptors and/or the 
biogeochemical process of concern. The CL values also vary by estimation approach, 
including empirical, steady-state and the dynamic modeling approaches (USEPA 2008a). 
There is a growing number of studies assessing the CL of nitrogen for the nutrient 
enrichment or acidification effects in surface water bodies and terrestrial ecosystems both 
at national and regional scales (McNulty et al., 2007; Pardo et al., 2011a; Scheffe et al., 
2014). A National Critical Loads Database for nitrogen and sulfur was developed by the 
National Atmospheric Deposition Program to gather published critical loads (CL) data for 
the U.S (Lynch et al., 2017). CLs for different receptors and targeted ecological responses 
can vary by orders of magnitudes (Lynch et al., 2017). Hence, it is important to evaluate 
the Nr deposition against multiple CLs to better inform future Nr management to protect 
and maintain various functions and services of ecosystems. 
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Here, by incorporating population- and climate-driven Nr emission changes from 
agricultural sources and policy regulated Nr emission changes from fossil fuel combustion 
sources, we simulate historic (2010) and future (2030 and 2050) atmospheric Nr deposition 
over the contiguous United States (CONUS) under the Representative Concentration 
Pathway (RCP) 8.5 (RCP8.5) scenario (a climate scenario generally representative of an 
intensely warming future). In addition, we link a water quality model with an atmospheric 
chemical transport model to estimate the impact of Nr deposition change on total Nr 
loading over the CONUS in 61117 watersheds (median size = 60 km2) at the scale of 
1:500000. The impacts of simulated Nr deposition is also examined in the context of CL 
datasets targeted for multiple ecological endpoints (e.g. surface water acidity, forest soil 
acidity, and biodiversity) to identify regions that were predicted to be adversely affected 
by Nr deposition. We further analyze the contribution of emission changes from 
agricultural sources to Nr deposition, mainly focusing on the identified vulnerable regions. 
Results of this study provide insights into spatially-resolved priorities to mitigate adverse 
impacts of Nr deposition by controlling Nr sources. 
3.3 Materials and Methods 
3.3.1 Modeling and Evaluating Reactive Nitrogen Deposition 
The Community Multiscale Air Quality Modeling System (CMAQ) is a regional air quality 
model that has been widely applied to simulate the concentration and deposition of 
atmospheric pollutants (Appel et al., 2012; Appel et al., 2011; Byun and Schere 2006). In 
this study, CMAQ v5.0.2 is used to simulate Nr deposition (USEPA 2014a). The study 
domain covers the CONUS with a horizontal resolution of 36 km by 36 km and vertical 
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layers extending up to ~16 km. The specific model configurations including chemical 
mechanism and physical processes schemes are presented in Appel et al. (Appel et al., 
2011). Particularly, we focus on the Nr deposition to protected areas for biodiversity 
conservation defined by USGS (referred to as protected areas hear after). The extent of 
protected areas in each simulated grid cell is derived from a GIS layer at 1 km by 1 km 
resolution (USGS 2018). 
The meteorological fields in 2010, 2030, and 2050 are downscaled using the Weather 
Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model version 3.8.1 (Bruyere et al., 2014) from the bias-
corrected climate projections under the RCP8.5 (IPCC, 2014). RCP8.5 is a climate scenario 
representative of an intensely warming future. The climate projections data are obtained 
from ensemble member #6, generated from the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research’s Community Earth System Model version 1 (CESM1) (Monaghan et al., 2014). 
Spectral nudging is applied to temperature, geopotential heights, and horizontal winds. The 
downscaled meteorological fields showed average warming of 1.67 °C and reduced 
precipitation of 6.4 mm between 2010 and 2050 over the CONUS with great spatial 
variation (Figure B-1). The detailed downscaling techniques have been described in a 
previous study (Shen et al., 2019b). 
The emissions in 2010 are generated from the EPA 2011 air emissions modeling platform 
v6.1 based on the 2011 National Emissions Inventory (NEI) (USEPA 2014b). Emissions 
in 2030 and 2050 are projected by sector. Two previous studies have projected emissions 
from agricultural sources based upon their response to climate factors and population 
growth. NH3 emissions from fertilizer applications are obtained from Shen et al (Shen et 
al., 2019a), which estimated the change of emission-related processes and agricultural 
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practices in response to climate change using a coupled agroecosystem-air quality model 
(i.e., FEST-CMAQ with NH3 bi-directional exchange model) (Yang 2017). The projection 
of livestock waste management emissions follows a previous study that used a regression 
model based on the growing population and demands for different animal groups to project 
future emission trends (Chen et al., 2019) (Figure B-2). Emission projections for both 
fertilizer application and livestock waste management assume the mitigation measures to 
improve NUE and abatement approaches to reduce atmospheric NH3 emissions remain 
unchanged at present-day level. For other anthropogenic sources, the 2011 NEI emissions 
are used as the starting point, whereby sectoral-specific growth factors are applied based 
on the Shared Socio-Economic Pathway 5 (SSP5) (Kriegler et al., 2017) for projecting 
emissions. SSP5 represents a scenario featuring high fossil fuel consumption and food 
demand which will result in a radiative forcing pathway close to the RCP8.5. Biogenic 
emissions are obtained from Shen et al (Shen et al., 2019b), which simulated present-day 
and future biogenic emissions with the Biogenic Emission Inventory System (Pierce 2002) 
(Figure B-3). Future Nr emissions from fires are adjusted based on the 2011 NEI emission 
data and the gridded future-to-current ratios of fire-induced column nitrogen loss predicted 
by CESM1 (NCAR 2011). Hereafter, we will refer to the future scenario with projections 
for all sources as “Ag_projected”. In addition, we simulate a contrasting future scenario 
where all other sources are projected but the NH3 emissions from agricultural sources 
remain unchanged after 2010 (Ag_fixed). The influence of agricultural NOx emission is 
not included because it cannot be easily isolated from biogenic emissions from other land 
types in BEIS. Although the impact of agricultural NOx emission can be high in agricultural 
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intensive areas (Almaraz et al., 2018), the contribution is expected to be minor on national 
scale. 
To evaluate the model performance, the modeled concentration of Nr species are compared 
with the measured concentrations obtained from the Clean Air Status and Trends Network 
(CASTENET) (USEPA 2019b) (Figure B-4). The modeled NH4
+ and NO3
- depositions are 
compared with wet deposition measurements obtained from the National Atmospheric 
Deposition Program- National Trends Network (NADP-NTN) (NADP 2019) and dry 
deposition estimates from CASTENET (USEPA 2019b) (Figure B-5). The modeled total 
depositions (dry and wet) are also compared with the sum of dry deposition estimates from 
CASTNET and wet deposition measurements from NADP-NTN at collocated sites (Figure 
B-6). Meteorological fields derived from the North American Regional Reanalysis 
database (NOAA 2019) are used to drive the CMAQ simulations for evaluating model 
performance purpose. The CMAQ simulated concentrations agree well with the 
observations (Figure B-4), except for NO3
-, which deviates from the observed 
concentrations when the relative humidity is below 60%. To eliminate the bias introduced 
by modeled precipitation, the measured precipitation is used to adjust the modeled wet 
deposition fields (Appel et al., 2011). Overall, CMAQ captures the spatial distribution of 
annual NH4
+ and NO3
- deposition in both dry and wet forms with a normalized mean bias 
ranging between 0.1 to -0.5 (Figure B-5), except for NO3
- dry deposition. Prior studies 
suggest that the NO3
- deposition may be biased due to overestimated dry deposition 
velocity for NO3
- (Shimadera et al., 2014). Besides, the dry deposition estimates from 
CASTNET based on atmospheric concentrations and modeled deposition velocities are 
usually found to be biased low because 1) the weekly integrate sampling protocol of 
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atmospheric concentrations misses daily and diurnal variations (Fenn et al., 2009); 2) the 
modeled deposition velocities can be very inaccurate when influences from local 
meteorological condition, and terrain and canopy characteristics are complex (Weathers 
2011); 3) NO3
- and HNO3 partitioning is biased due to the volatility of NH4NO3 particles 
on filters (Walker et al., 2019). There is a lack of routine measures to evaluate the modeled 
dry deposition of NH3(g), but the modeled and observed NH3 concentrations agree well 
(Figure B-4). In general, although the modeled total NO3
- and NH4
+ deposition agrees well 
with the dry and wet deposition sum from CASTNET and NADP-NTN collocated sites, 
more reliable measurements covering a wide range of landscapes and Nr species are needed 
to fully evaluate and constrain the uncertainties in the model-predicted Nr deposition 
amount (Walker et al., 2019). 
In addition to Nr species, we also investigate other compounds that are associated with Nr 
deposition. Sulfate concentrations are expected to further decrease because of further 
emission controls of energy generation units, and this will modify Nr deposition because 
the abundance of sulfate will influence the gas and particle partitioning of 
ammonia/ammonium and nitric acid/nitrate (Paulot et al., 2013). We calculate the 
normalized brute-force sensitivity of total Nr deposition to sulfate concentration in each 
grid cell based on the SO2 sensitivity scenarios developed by a previous study (Chen et al., 
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2-)perturbation represent the ambient sulfate 
concentration in the corresponding scenarios, respectively. 
3.3.2 Critical Loads 
To identify the areas requiring further Nr deposition reduction, we compare the amount of 
simulated Nr deposition with CLs associated with different biogeochemical and ecological 
endpoints including surface water acidity, forest soil acidity, and biodiversity in terrestrial 
ecosystems. The CL-approach has been widely applied to evaluate the ecological effects 
of acid depositions (Burns et al., 2008). Although the dose-response relationships between 
sensitive ecosystem well-being and atmospheric deposition are not established in some 
cases, most of them are non-linear with a threshold. It is because the ecosystems have 
certain ability to neutralize the acid deposition and assimilate nitrogen inputs.  
The CL data in this study are obtained from the National Critical Loads Database (NCLD) 
for nitrogen and sulfur developed by the National Atmospheric Deposition Program (Lynch 
et al., 2017). CL data for surface water and forest soil acidity are mapped onto the 36 km 
by 36 km CMAQ grid employed here. The average and 10th percentile values are used for 
comparison, representing moderate and protective criteria, respectively (Figure B-7). The 
CL values for forest soil and aquatic acidity are combined for sulfur and nitrogen 
deposition, defined as a three-node linear CL function (Lynch et al., 2017). The CL for 
forest soil acidity is derived using a steady-state mass balance model (McNulty et al., 
2007). The CL for freshwater acidity is derived using a steady-state water chemistry model 
(Scheffe et al., 2014). Major processes affecting base cations, anions, and nitrogen loading 
as well as the acid neutralization capacity (ANC) were considered in simulating the CLs. 
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It should be noted that although the variation in CLs among different sites within each grid 
cell is considered in this study, the uncertainty associated with CL estimates for each site 
is not incorporated. Both CL model estimates for forest soil and surface water acidification 
are subjected to high uncertainties in key model parameters such as soil base cation 
weathering rate and ANC (Li and McNulty 2007; Scheffe et al., 2014). The lichen-based 
CL was selected to represent the empirical CL for nitrogen for terrestrial ecosystems 
because the shift in dominant lichen species is a sensitive bioindicator of Nr level and 
community diversity loss in terrestrial ecosystems (Pardo et al., 2011b). The lower end of 
the empirical CL range reported for each ecoregion is adopted for CL exceedance 
assessment to provide a more conservative estimation. Steady-state CL and empirical CL 
values provide estimates of the deposition levels allowable to maintain ecosystem 
sustainability over the long term. Comparison between the deposition levels and CLs in 
this study thus provide insights into whether Nr deposition exceeds thresholds in the 
present-day or future scenarios, however, without considering the dynamic response of the 
ecosystem to changing Nr deposition.  
3.3.3  Water quality modeling and total reactive nitrogen loads 
We link the CMAQ deposition fields with the US Geological Survey (USGS) water quality 
model, SPARROW (SPAtially Referenced Regressions On Watershed), (Schwarz et al., 
2006)) to qualitatively estimate the main source of total Nr load for each of 61117 
watersheds over the CONUS. We also use the SPARROW model to simulate the mean 
annual flux of total Nr load in streams as a function of ten nutrient sources, six climatic 
and landscape factors that influence nutrient delivery to streams, and nutrient removal in 
streams and reservoirs. Nutrient sources include atmospheric deposition of nitrogen, urban 
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and population-related sources (i.e. industrial and municipal wastewater treatment plants, 
septic systems, and urban runoff), and eight sources in the runoff and subsurface flow based 
on the underlying surface, including forest, shrub, barren land, and animal farms and four 
types of cropland (corn and soybean, alfalfa, wheat, and other crops) (Alexander et al., 
2008). The SPARROW model parameters are estimated based on a calibration to the long-
term mean annual load of total nitrogen and total phosphorus at 425 stream monitoring 
sites in the CONUS. Overall, the modeled total nitrogen flux has an R2 of 0.933 and root 
mean square error of 0.553 on log scale, which translates to a 95% confidence level of 
approximately a factor of two for flux predictions for individual stream reaches (Alexander 
et al., 2008). To quantify the impact of the change in atmospheric Nr deposition on total 
Nr loading in streams, we performed three SPARROW simulations using CMAQ-
simulated Nr deposition fields from the “present-day”, “Ag_projected”, and “Ag_fixed” 
scenarios. Other variables, including urban population and agricultural land areas, and the 
corresponding source strengths remain unchanged at present-day level (USEPA 2019a; 
Wimalasekera 2015). The difference between the SPARROW simulations in “present-day” 
and “Ag_projected” scenarios characterizes the change in total Nr loading driven by the 
change in total deposition between 2010 and 2050. The difference between the SPARROW 
simulations in “Ag_projected” and “Ag_fixed” scenarios characterizes the change in total 
Nr loading driven by the change in deposition due to rising agricultural NH3 emissions. 
The uncertainty in the predicted change in total Nr load mainly depends on the uncertainty 
of source coefficients for atmospheric nitrogen deposition (standard error =14.4%), which 
is smaller than the overall model uncertainties. 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
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3.4.1 reactive nitrogen emissions changes between the present-day and future scenarios 
We examine the changes in NH3 emissions from agricultural sources, together with Nr 
emissions from other sources (i.e. NOx emission from biogenic sources, NH3, NOx, and 
particulate NH4
+ and NO3
- emissions from agricultural waste burning, wildfire, mobile 
sources, energy generation, and other unspecified point and area sources) between 2010, 
2030, and 2050. Emission trends follow the SSP5 socioeconomic pathway under the RCP8.5 
climate scenario. Agricultural emissions under RCP8.5 represent a higher end of the 
emissions projected across RCP scenarios (Shen et al., 2019b). In addition, the projections 
of agricultural NH3 emissions do not include further adaptation to improve NUE in crop 
and livestock production under the changing climate. Adaptive measures such as 
replacement of urea with non-urea fertilizers, deep placement of fertilizers, optimizing 
feeding plans for animals are expected to lower the NH3 emission in the future even under 
warmer conditions and higher food demand (Kohn, 2015; Shen et al., 2019b). On the other 
hand, SSP5 generally exhibits a rapid decline in pollutant emissions from other 
anthropogenic sources due to pollution controls (Rao et al., 2017). In total, Nr emissions 
in the US are projected to decrease by 27%, from 7.7 Mt-N yr-1 in 2010 to 5.6 Mt-N yr-1 in 
2030, and climb up back to 6.4 Mt-N yr-1 in 2050 in this specific case (i.e., RCP8.5 + SSP5) 
(Figure 3-1(a)). The emissions of Nr-ox (mainly as NO) will decrease from 4.4 Mt-N yr-1 
in 2010 to 2.1 Mt-N yr-1 in 2030. The emission rate in 2050 (2.6 Mt-N yr-1) is higher than 
that in 2030 mainly because of the increase of NOx from biogenic sources and fires caused 
by warming, part of which originated from the cropland emissions. In contrast, the total 
emission of Nr-red (mainly as NH3) climbs up steadily from 3.2 Mt-N in 2010 to 3.8 Mt-
N in 2050 because of emissions increases in agricultural sources associated with growing 
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food demand and warming. Besides, the NH3 emissions from mobile and other fossil fuel 
combustion sources only decrease by ~3% between 2010 and 2050 while NOx emissions 
from these sources are significantly reduced, resulting in an increase in the relative 
contribution of NH3 emissions to total Nr emissions. The trend has already been identified 
in urban regions of CONUS (Sun et al., 2017). As a result, the emissions of Nr-red 
outweigh that of Nr-ox in 2050. Similar trends have been reported in previous studies 
(Lamarque et al., 2011; van Vuuren et al., 2011). 
Spatially, Nr-red emissions from agricultural sources will make a major contribution to 
total Nr emissions in more widespread areas in the future in central and southeastern US, 
as well as California, while Nr emission reduction is expected to occur in populous 
metropolitan areas dominated by combustion sources. 63% of the land area over the 
CONUS will see increases in Nr emissions due to the emission increase from agricultural 
sources (Figure B-8). For these areas, NH3 emissions account for 58% of the total emission 
of Nr. Even in areas with decreasing Nr emissions, the contribution from NH3 will also 
increase from 32% in 2010 to 46% in 2050 (Figure 3-1). As a result, most areas will switch 
from Nr-ox-dominated in 2010 to Nr-red-dominated in 2050 (Figure B-9), and the 
percentage of areas dominated by agricultural Nr emissions will increase from 49% in 2010 





Figure 3-1 Sectoral Nr emissions changes between the present-day (2010) and future 
(2030 and 2050) scenarios. (A) shows the change in absolute amount of Nr emissions 
and the breakdown of oxidized and reduced forms of Nr from agricultural sources 
and other sources. (B) shows the change in Nr emission profiles for areas with 
increasing and decreasing Nr emissions, respectively. NH3 emissions from 
agricultural sources are zero because they are aggregated as biogenic NOx emissions 
in Biogenic Emission Inventory System (BEIS) model simulations. 
 
3.4.2 reactive nitrogen deposition changes between the present-day and future scenarios 
Nr deposition is simulated for 2010, 2030, and 2050 with a focus on protected areas. 
Generally, total Nr deposition over the protected areas declines during the projection period 
(Figure 3-2). From 2010 to 2030, the deposition amount shows a decrease of 23% mainly 
driven by a significant decrease in oxidized-Nr deposition (by 41% between 2010 and 
2030). The decrease in Nr-red driven by other factors including emission changes from 
fossil fuel combustion sources is much smaller than the decrease in Nr-ox partly because 
NH3 is being emitted as a byproduct for NOx emission control when NO is over reduced, 
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which may contribute as a major source to Nr deposition in urban regions (Bettez and 
Groffman 2013; Fenn et al., 2018). However, the trend of the total Nr deposition becomes 
flat beyond 2030 when the decrease in oxidized-Nr deposition slows down and is offset by 
a steady increase in the reduced-Nr deposition. As a result, the increase in the Nr deposition 
is mostly in the reduced form consistent with the shift in compound profiles of the future 
Nr emissions (Figure B-9). The temporal trend for the CONUS is similar to that for the 
protected areas, although the magnitude of change is slightly smaller (Figure B-10). The 
increasing trend in reduced-Nr deposition and the decreasing trend in total Nr deposition 
are accordant with the observed historical trends which have shown an increase in NH3 
deposition since the 1980s and a decrease in total inorganic nitrogen deposition since the 
late 1990s (Du 2016; Li et al., 2016). Our projection of a specific scenario indicates that 
the decreasing historical trend in total Nr deposition could be reversed by the increase in 
reduced-Nr deposition due to growing agricultural emissions.  
 
 
Figure 3-2 Projected changes in total deposition of Nr in protected areas over the 
CONUS from 2010 to 2050 in the “Ag_projected” scenario (stacked bars). The 
changes attributed to agricultural sources and other factors including emission 
changes in other sources and meteorological conditions are also displayed. 
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Due to further NOx emission control in the future, the total Nr deposition is expected to 
decrease in most (91%) of the CONUS in 2050. For the rest of the areas, the estimated rise 
in total Nr deposition is driven by enhanced agricultural NH3 emissions. Spatially, areas 
associated with concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs), especially for hogs and 
poultry, are hotspots showing the highest increases in Nr deposition during the projection 
period (Figure 3-3). These hotspots are concentrated in a few states, including Iowa, North 
Carolina, Georgia, and Arkansas (Figure 3-3). Large-scale increases in Nr deposition are 
found in the northern part of the Central U.S. because of the warming-induced increase in 
ammonia volatilization over cropland which outweighs the decrease in NOx emissions. 
Across the CONUS, the proportion of land surface receiving more Nr-red than Nr-ox will 
increase from 37% in 2010 to 83% in 2050 (Figure B-11), emphasizing the ever-growing 
importance of Nr-red from agricultural sources for Nr deposition in our future scenario. 
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Figure 3-3 Changes in the spatial distribution of total Nr deposition between 2010 
and 2050. The upper panel shows the absolute change of Nr deposition. The lower 
panel shows the percentage change. The overall change between the present-day and 
future scenario (Ag_projected) (left), changes attributable to agricultural NH3 
emissions (right), and other factors (middle) are shown. 
In addition to the emissions changes of oxidized and reduced forms of Nr, the spatial 
pattern of Nr deposition responds to future regulations on SO2 emissions. This is because 
SO2 emissions can affect the gas-particle partitioning of Nr species, including NOx and 
NH3 (Nenes et al., 2020; Paulot et al., 2013; Weber et al., 2016). The gas-phase species 
tend to have much higher deposition velocities than their particle-phase counterparts 
(Sehmel 1980). The normalized brute-force sensitivity of total Nr deposition to sulfate 
concentration is positive in most parts of the Central U.S. with high emissions from 
agriculture sectors, indicating more localized Nr deposition impacts when less sulfate is 
available to form particles which tend to be more resistant to deposition (Figure B-12). In 
other words, the SO2 emission reduction in the future limit the external cost of NH3 
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emission through deposition in agricultural intensive regions rather than being exported 
downwind. However, the magnitude of the sensitivities to a 75% SO2 emissions reduction 
is less than 15% in most areas of the CONUS, meaning that further control of SO2 
emissions will affect the spatial pattern of Nr deposition only moderately. 
3.4.3 Comparison between reactive nitrogen deposition and empirical lichen-based CL 
for terrestrial ecosystems 
Six of the ten ecoregions have empirical CLs available based on lichen community 
composition, including North American Deserts, Mediterranean California, Northern 
Forests, Northwestern Forested Mountains, Marine West Coast Forest, and Eastern 
Temperate Forest. The percentage of protected areas with exceedance of CL (referred to 
exceedance rate hereafter) were high (74% -93%) for all the ecoregions except for North 
American Deserts (Figure 3-4). The reduction in Nr-ox deposition can reduce the 
exceedance rate by ~30% in Marine West Coast Forest and Northern Forests to ~ 60% in 
Northwestern Forested Mountains and Mediterranean California between 2010 and 2050. 
The improvements will be largely offset by the additional Nr-red deposition with the 
expected NH3 emission increase from agriculture sources in the future. The exceedance 
rate in Northern Forest will remain high mainly because of the intensified agriculture 
emissions. The other two ecoregions expect a significant impact from agricultural emission 
increase are Northwestern Forested Mountains and Eastern Temperate Forest. In particular, 
the decreasing trend in exceedances in Eastern Temperate Forest will be reversed after 
2030 because of the combined increase in Nr-red and Nr-ox deposition. This finding is 
consistent with the conclusion that most national parks will remain in exceedance in eastern 
U.S. in a previous assessment national parks (Ellis et al., 2013). 
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As Nr-ox deposition further declines, controlling Nr-red deposition becomes even more 
important to reduce CL exceedances in the future. CL exceedance rate remains high in 
Northern Forest and Eastern Temperate Forest because of the NH3 emission increase in the 
future. The relative contribution of Nr-red to total Nr deposition in these two ecoregions 
will rise from 48% and 50% in 2010 to 62% and 75% in 2050, respectively. Even if the 
Nr-ox deposition is zeroed in 2050, the Nr-red deposition will still exceed the CL in 50% 





Figure 3-4 The percentage of area in exceedances of an empirical lichen-based 
critical load (exceedance rate) for nitrogen deposition. The map shows Level I 
ecoregions defined by the Commission for Environmental Cooperation. Ecoregions 
where empirical CL values are available are marked by checked patterns. Stacked 
bar charts show the CL exceedance rates in protected areas by comparing Nr 
deposition in each grid cell in 2010, 2030, and 2050 with the CL values, respectively. 
Colored bars indicate percentage of areas in exceedances in 2010 and “Ag_fixed” 
scenario in 2030 and 2050, in which agricultural NH3 emissions are fixed at 2010 
level and emissions from other sources as well as the meteorological fields are 
projected to 2030 and 2050 levels. Hollow bars indicate added exceedance rate due 




3.4.4 Comparison between sulfur-nitrogen-combined deposition and CL based on 
freshwater acidity and forest soil acidity 
Deposited nitrogen and sulfur, together, contribute to the acidity in aquatic and terrestrial 
ecosystems. In addition to nitric acid deposition, ammonium deposition will also contribute 
to the acidification with one proton released from the assimilation process or, in rare cases, 
two protons from the nitrification process if the soil is severely N saturated (Vanbreemen 
et al., 1982). NH4
+ deposition was found to have greater ability to increase the modeled 
surface water acidity in regions with high soil sulfur adsorption capacity (Fakhraei et al., 
2016). By aggregating the amount of deposited nitrogen and sulfur, CLs for freshwater 
acidity and forest soil acidity have been defined as the threshold of the maximum amount 
of combined sulfur and nitrogen deposition that a sensitive region can tolerate without 
causing an acidifying effect (Lynch et al., 2017). Speciated Nr deposition fields provide 
detailed spatial information about the area of concern for exceedances. We focus our 
discussion on the comparison between deposition and the 10th percentile CL. With 
substantial reduction of SOx and NOx deposition achieved by emission control of fossil fuel 
combustion under the Clean Air Act (Burns 2011; Greaver et al., 2012), the prevalence of 
deposition exceedance has already been limited to those most sensitive regions in 2010 
(Figure 3-5). The exceedance rates in 2010 over the CONUS are estimated to be 16% and 
22% for surface water acidity and forest soil acidity, respectively, which are close to 
estimates from previous studies (McNulty et al., 2007; USEPA 2008b). The exceedance 
rates are expected to be halved by 2050 with the combined decline in sulfur and nitrogen 
deposition. For areas still having CL exceedances, the deposition level will get closer to 
the CL in 2050. For example, there were 18% of grid cells where Nr deposition led to the 
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surface water acidity CL being exceeded by over 500 eq ha-1 yr-1 in 2010, but the 
percentage drops to 8% in 2050. The exceedance rates in several regions are caused by 
high acidifying deposition, while the exceedances in some other regions are due to low 
base cation availability in the underlying terrain (McNulty et al., 2007). Regions with 
exceedances include New England, West Virginia, upper Midwest, Mid-Atlantic 
Appalachian Region, and part of North Carolina, and Florida, which is consistent with 
those summarized by EPA (USEPA 2008b).  
Spatially, the transition towards low exceedance rates will mainly occur in the Northeastern 
U.S. where the most stringent controls are expected for emissions of SO2 and NOx (Val 
Martin et al., 2015). For the Western and Southern U.S., future emission reductions will be 
able to significantly reduce the areas exceeding their forest soil acidity CL. However, 
removing all exceedances of the surface water acidity CL in 2050 is difficult because the 
CL’s are low. Among the areas in exceedance in 2050, 22% can be attributed to emission 
increases from agricultural sources leading to exceeding the forest soil acidity CL. The 
affected areas are mainly located in the Midwest and North Carolina (Figure 3-5 (f)), where 
Nr deposition from agricultural sources dominates. The proximity of the areas in 
exceedance to emission hotspots highlights the importance of mitigating agricultural 
emissions to protect ecosystem health in adjacent sensitive regions. For surface water 
acidity exceedances, 11% can be attributed to the same cause, mainly around CAFOs in 
the Southeastern U.S. Due to the rising consumption of meat, Nr emissions and discharges 
from animal industries is expected to pose a greater challenge to the surrounding 
ecosystems in the future. Mitigating Nr loss from CAFOs relies on a range of measures 
from implementing the best management options available to reduce Nr loss through 
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leaching, runoff, and diffusing to the atmosphere to optimizing feeding plans to reduce 
nitrogen content in the manure (Carew 2010; Kohn 2015). Alternatively, studies point to 
microbial protein as a food source as the ultimate solution to tackle Nr pollution while 
sustaining the growing population. (Pikaar et al., 2018; Pikaar et al., 2017). Results for 




Figure 3-5 Exceedance of sulfur-nitrogen-combined (S+N) deposition for surface 
water acidity and forest soil acidity. (a)-(d) show the areas exceeding the 10th 
percentile CL values for surface water acidity and forest water acidity in 2010 and 
2050, respectively. The colors represent the amount of deposition above the 10th 
percentile CL levels. (e) and (f) are the color-coded maps which show the status of 
each grid cell in 2050. Grey represents areas with deposition not exceeding the 10th 
percentile CL values in both 2010 and 2050. Red represents those with deposition in 
exceedance in both years. Blue represents those with deposition in exceedance in 
2010 but below the CL values in 2050. Green represents those with deposition still in 
exceedance in 2050, particularly because of emission increases from agricultural 
sources. 
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Acidifying deposition in areas with exceedance can be controlled by individually or 
simultaneously reducing sulfur and nitrogen deposition. Over the CONUS, reducing sulfur 
deposition will lead to decreases in the exceedance areas of, at most, 22% and 26% for 
surface water acidity and forest soil acidity, respectively, in 2050 (Figure 3-6). In over half 
of the areas with exceedance, the amount of deposition reduction required to achieve the 
CL levels is twice as much as the amount of existing sulfur deposition. For areas with 
intense agriculture production, the required deposition reduction can be up to 30 times that 
of the sulfur deposition, showing the importance of decreasing Nr species. Given the 
decreasing trend in sulfur and oxidized-Nr deposition, strategies targeting reduced-Nr 
deposition from agricultural emissions will become increasingly important to reduce soil 
and surface water acidification. Such a finding coincides with the conclusion based on site-
specific model evaluation that simultaneous reduction of sulfur and nitrogen deposition 
may be the most effective approach to achieve greatest overall recovery of Adirondack 





Figure 3-6 The percentage of sulfur (a and b) and Nr (c and d) deposition required 
to be deducted to bring sulfur-nitrogen-combined deposition down to the CL levels 
for surface water acidity (a and c) and forest soil acidity (b and d), respectively. 
 
3.4.5  Impact of reactive nitrogen atmospheric deposition on total reactive nitrogen load 
received by watersheds 
In addition to atmospheric deposition, the land and water surface also receive Nr input from 
other sources including Nr runoff from agriculture land, animal farms, and point sources 
like municipal and industrial facilities (Puckett 1994). Information about the relative 
importance of different sources to total Nr loading for areas with CL exceedance is useful 
in setting priorities of mitigation strategies. By linking the SPARROW model with the 
simulated Nr deposition, we located the watersheds where atmospheric deposition is the 
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leading Nr source. By contrasting the simulated total Nr loading based on the 
“Ag_projected” and “Ag_fixed” Nr deposition fields, we estimated the future changes in 
total Nr loading of 61117 watersheds nationwide due to the future changes in agricultural 
NH3 emissions. It is found that in 2050 under the “Ag_projected” scenario, runoff from 
agriculture land and municipal sources remain important sources of Nr loading in 
populated areas. However, atmospheric deposition is the major source of Nr and key for 
regulation in remote areas with an absence of other significant anthropogenic contributors. 
23% of the watersheds in the Great Plains region have atmospheric deposition as the major 
contributor (Figure 3-7). Surface waterbodies still in exceedance of their CLs within this 
region include lakes within the Glacier National Park in Montana and lakes within the 
Indian Peaks wilderness area in Colorado (Figure 3-5). Another region of concern is the 
area around the Superior National Forest in Minnesota where the total nitrogen loading in 
watersheds are sensitive to deposition changes from agricultural sources. The increases in 
the total Nr loading are estimated to be as high as 5–20%, indicating that Nr emission 
control on agricultural sources can effectively reduce Nr exceedance in this area. The 
changes above only address the influence through atmospheric deposition. The overall 
contribution from agricultural sources through atmospheric deposition, leaching, and 
runoff is expected to be more significant both in the magnitude and spatial coverage, which 
warrants further assessment. When Nr deposition changes from all emission sources are 
incorporated in the SPARROW simulation, the total Nr loads are expected to decrease in 




Figure 3-7 Major source of total Nr loading by watershed in “Ag_projected” 
scenario in 2050 (a). Percentage changes in total Nr loading by watershed across the 
CONUS due to Nr deposition changes related to agricultural NH3 emission changes 
between 2010 and 2050 (b). Percentage changes in total Nr loading due to overall 
changes in Nr deposition between 2010 and 2050 (c). 
 
3.5 Concluding Remarks 
Our analysis shows that NOx emission reductions coupled with NH3 emission increases 
will lead to a transition from an Nr-ox-dominated deposition pattern in 2010 to a Nr-red-
dominated pattern in 2050. While Nr deposition is estimated to decrease in most of the 
CONUS with further NOx emission control, in agricultural intensive regions the decreasing 
trend will be offset by rising NH3 emissions. In addition, increased NH3 coupled with less 
nitrate and sulfate aerosol formation leads to more localized deposition. Adding this 
indirect effect upon the increasing Nr emissions from agricultural sources further increases 
the Nr burden in near-source regions. This analysis was based upon the RCP8.5+SSP5 
pathway, which emphasizes the impact of rising temperatures in the future with continuous 
dependence on fossil fuels, but still has reductions in NOx due to controls. Total Nr 
deposition is expected to be lower under other RCP and SSP scenarios because of reduced 
fossil fuels use leading to lower NOx emissions, especially in the eastern CONUS (Ellis et 
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al., 2013). Agricultural NH3 emission will dominate the Nr deposition in such scenarios. 
Other future projections, such as a future scenario with a higher adoption rate of biofuels, 
would likely lead to an even greater proportion of future Nr deposition from agricultural 
sources and yield different amounts and spatial patterns of Nr deposition (Duval et al., 
2015). 
Total Nr deposition is projected to decline by over 20% by 2050, however, comparison 
between simulated Nr deposition and the empirical CLs for different ecoregions shows that 
Nr deposition will still exceed CLs in most sensitive areas in Northern Forest and Eastern 
Temperate Forest partly due to the increase in Nr-red deposition caused by NH3 emission 
increase in the eastern U.S., indicating the importance to simultaneously reduce NH3 
emissions while controlling NOx emissions in the future. Without adequate information on 
ecological impacts for speciated nitrogen deposition, Nr-ox and Nr-red are treated the same 
when assessing the CL exceedances. As greater contribution from Nr-red deposition is 
expected in the future, more studies on various ecosystems are need to better understand 
the ecological impacts of such a shift in deposition toward being Nr-red-dominated. 
At present-day level, the percentage of protected areas in exceedances of surface water and 
forest soil acidity is 16% and 22%, respectively, much lower than that of lichen-based 
empirical CL (52%), similar to the findings in Europe (Hettelingh et al., 2007). Comparison 
between present-day and future simulations shows a significant reduction in exceedance 
rates nationwide between 2010 and 2050 (~50% reduction in both surface water CL 
exceedances and forest soil CL exceedances for acidity), mainly achieved by a reduction 
in Nr-ox deposition in the future when NOx emissions are further controlled. However, 
increased emissions from agricultural sources contribute oppositely to deposition 
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reduction. We estimate that the increase in agricultural emissions between 2010 and 2050 
increase the exceedance areas by 22% and 11% for forest soil acidity and freshwater 
acidity, respectively, which would, otherwise, return their Nr deposition to levels below 
CLs. The impacted regions mainly locate in areas with intense fertilizer application or 
hosting CAFO. We also show that atmospheric deposition is the leading contributor to total 
Nr load in remote watersheds where there is an absence of direct anthropogenic 
disturbance, including several lakes in National Parks and National Wilderness areas in 
Colorado, Montana, and Minnesota. Our study highlights the need to better manage 
diffusive Nr emissions from agricultural sources for the health of aquatic and terrestrial 
ecosystems under the stress of a warming climate and growing food production in the 
future. 
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CHAPTER 4. HIGH-RESOLUTION HYBRID INVERSION OF 
IASI AMMONIA COLUMNS TO CONSTRAIN U.S. AMMONIA 
EMISSIONS USING CMAQ ADJOINT MODEL 
4.1 Abstract 
Ammonia (NH3) emissions have large impacts on air quality and nitrogen deposition, 
influencing human health and the well-being of sensitive ecosystems. Large uncertainties 
exist in the “bottom-up” NH3 emission inventories due to limited source information and a 
historical lack of measurements, hindering the assessment of NH3-related environmental 
impacts. The increasing capability of satellites to measure NH3 abundance and the 
development of modeling tools enable us to better constrain NH3 emission estimates at 
high spatial resolution. In this study, we constrain the NH3 emission estimates from the 
widely used national emission inventory for 2011 (2011 NEI) in the U.S. using Infrared 
Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer NH3 column density measurements (IASI-NH3) 
gridded at a 36 km by 36 km horizontal resolution. With a hybrid inverse modeling 
approach, we use CMAQ and its multiphase adjoint model to optimize NH3 emission 
estimates in April, July, and October. Our optimized emission estimates suggest that the 
total NH3 emissions are biased low by 32% in 2011 NEI in April with overestimation in 
Midwest and underestimation in the Southern States. In July and October, the estimates 
from NEI agree well with the optimized emission estimates, despite a low bias in hotspot 
regions. Evaluation of the inversion performance using independent observations shows 
reduced underestimation in simulated ambient NH3 concentration in all three months and 
reduced underestimation in NH4
+ wet deposition in April. Implementing the optimized NH3 
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emission estimates improves the model performance in simulating PM2.5 concentration in 
the Midwest in April. The model results suggest that the estimated contribution of 
ammonium nitrate would be biased high in NEI-based assessments. The higher emission 
estimates in this study also imply a higher ecological impact of nitrogen deposition 
originating from NH3 emissions. 
4.2 Introduction 
Ammonia (NH3) emissions play a major role in ambient aerosol formation and reactive 
nitrogen deposition (Houlton et al., 2013; Stevens 2019). However, our understanding of 
NH3 sources and sinks is limited by the large uncertainties present in the NH3 emissions 
inventories (McQuilling and Adams 2015; Xu et al., 2019). In chemical transport models, 
uncertainties in NH3 emissions propagate into the dynamic modeling of the atmospheric 
transport, chemistry, and deposition of NH3, other reactive nitrogen species, and other key 
atmospheric constituents associated with NH3 (Heald et al., 2012; Kelly et al., 2014; Paulot 
et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2018b), hindering an accurate assessment of the various NH3-
related environmental impacts and the associated sources. The large uncertainties in the 
NH3 emission inventories are partially due to a lack of sufficient in-situ NH3 measurements 
that could be used to constrain emission estimates (Zhu et al., 2015). This work utilizes 
satellite observations from the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer NH3 column 
density measurements (IASI-NH3) (Clarisse et al., 2009; Van Damme et al., 2017), to 
provide a high-resolution, optimized NH3 emission inventory for the U.S. developed using 
an adjoint inverse modeling technique (Li et al., 2019), the robustness of which is 
demonstrated by evaluation against multiple independent in-situ measurements.  
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Emerging satellite observations of gaseous NH3 provide a unique opportunity to better 
constrain the bottom-up NH3 emission estimates for both their spatial distribution and 
seasonality. Bottom-up inventories calculate the NH3 emissions based on estimated activity 
levels and corresponding emission factors, both of which are subject to high uncertainties, 
particularly for agricultural sources, the major contributor (Cooter et al., 2012; McQuilling 
and Adams 2015). Several studies have utilized NH3 column density retrieved from IASI 
(Clarisse et al., 2009; Van Damme et al., 2015b) or the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder 
(AIRS; (Warner et al., 2016)) as well as the inferred surface mixing ratio of NH3 from the 
Cross-track Infrared Sounder (CrIS; (Shephard et al., 2020; Shephard and Cady-Pereira 
2015)) to characterize the spatiotemporal distribution of NH3. These satellite 
measurements are useful for supplementing emission inventories to identify and quantify 
underestimated or missing emission hotspots, especially in intensive agricultural zones 
(Clarisse et al., 2019; Dammers et al., 2019; Van Damme et al., 2018). These studies find 
that the satellite-derived emission estimates are often twice as much as the bottom-up 
estimates on a regional scale and can be over 10 times higher over hotspots. However, the 
NH3 retrievals from satellites are also subject to large uncertainties when the signal-to-
noise ratio is low, which limits their ability to accurately measure NH3 columns in low 
emission areas (Clarisse et al., 2010; Van Damme et al., 2015a). 
Inverse modeling-based optimization combines the information from a priori emission 
inventories and observations and allows us to use the information from both. As one of the 
inverse modeling methods, the four-dimensional variational assimilation (4D-Var) method 
seeks the best emission estimate by minimizing a cost function that measures the 
differences between observations and model predictions, as well as the differences between 
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a prior and adjusted emission estimates. 4D-Var can be computationally expensive at fine 
model resolutions or with a large set of observations to be assimilated (Brasseur and Jacob 
2017). Recent studies took advantage of the implementation of the adjoint technique in the 
chemical transport models to conduct 4D-Var for optimizing emissions estimation (Paulot 
et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2018c; Zhu et al., 2013). The adjoint-based inversion method 
calculates the gradients of a cost function analytically and searches the solution using a 
steepest-descent optimization algorithm through iterating (Brasseur and Jacob 2017). By 
testing the performance of the inverse modeling method using artificial observational data, 
Li et al. (Li et al., 2019) proposed that a two-step optimization process, which combines 
the iterative mass balance (IMB) method and the 4D-Var method, can further reduce the 
computational cost. The IMB method assumes a linear relationship between the NH3 
column density and local NH3 emission and searches the emission scaling factors 
iteratively until the simulated NH3 column density converges to the observations. At a 
coarse (2×2.5) resolution, the IMB method is as effective as the 4D-Var method and 
requires 2/3 less computational time. In the second step, emission scaling factors obtained 
from the IMB method with a coarser resolution are used as an initial starting point for 4D-
Var optimization process to reduce the overall computational time (Li et al., 2019). 
In this study, the IASI-NH3 dataset was applied to optimize NH3 emission estimates from 
the 2011 National Emission Inventory (NEI 2011) using CMAQ and its adjoint model at a 
36 km×36 km resolution. The multiphase adjoint model for CMAQ v5.0 was developed 
recently, including full adjoints for gas-phase chemistry, aerosols, cloud process, diffusion, 
and advection (Zhao et al., 2019). Both process-by-process and full adjoint model 
evaluations show reasonable accuracy based on agreements between the adjoint 
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sensitivities and forward sensitivities (Zhao et al., 2019). Previous inversion based NH3 
emission constraint using in-situ measures are limited by the spatial coverage and 
representativeness of the measurements (Gilliland et al., 2006; Henze et al., 2009; Paulot 
et al., 2014). Zhu et al. (2013) first attempted to optimize NH3 emission inventory using 
NH3 derived from the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) satellite at 2×2.5 
resolution (Zhu et al., 2013). Inverse modeling at such a coarse resolution is limited to 
refining regional emissions. Similar to the inversion using CrIS NH3 measurements (Cao 
et al., 2020), inversion with the IASI-NH3 dataset allows us to perform the optimization at 
a finer resolution with its daily global spatial coverage. Besides, the hybrid inversion 
approach adopted in this study allows us to calculate full adjoint sensitivities online instead 
of using approximated sensitivities from the offline-simulations (Cao et al., 2020; Zhu et 
al., 2013). The performance of our optimized estimates and the NEI 2011 are evaluated 
and compared based on in-situ observed ambient NH3 concentrations and NH4
+ wet 
deposition. Finally, by substituting the a priori NH3 emissions with the optimized 
emissions, we assess the subsequent changes in simulated ambient PM2.5 concentrations 
and nitrogen deposition exceedances. 
4.3 Materials and Methods 
4.3.1 IASI-NH3 observations 
NH3 column densities retrieved from IASI onboard the Metop-A satellite are assimilated 
to constrain spatially-resolved NH3 emissions using the 2011 NEI as the a priori inventory 
(Clarisse et al., 2009; USEPA 2014b; Van Damme et al., 2014). The polar sun‐synchronous 
satellite has a 12-km diameter footprint at nadir and a bidaily global coverage. Only 
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observations from the morning pass around 9:30 am local standard time (LST) are used 
due to more favorable thermal contrast and smaller errors comparing to the ones from the 
night pass around 9:30 pm (LST). A comparison between the IASI-NH3 data and ground-
based Fourier transform infrared observations shows a correlation between the two with r 
= 0.8 and the slope = 0.73, indicating a tendency of IASI-NH3 to underestimate the FTIR 
observations (Dammers et al., 2016). A comparison between IASI-NH3 and airborne 
measurements also indicated an underestimation in California, while the comparison 
between IASI-NH3 and ground observation from Ammonia Monitoring Network (AMoN) 
network indicated an overestimation (NADP 2014; Van Damme et al., 2015a). Overall, the 
evaluations show broad consistency between IASI-NH3 and other independent 
measurements with no consistent biases identified. These evaluations were based on 
previous datasets. Here we use a new version that relies on another retrieval algorithm, 
which among other things has a better performance for measurements under unfavorable 
conditions (Van Damme et al., 2017; Whitburn et al., 2016). 
Specifically, the NH3 products for 2011 from ANNI-NH3-v2.2R-I datasets were used (Van 
Damme et al., 2017). The algorithm relies on the conversion of hyperspectral range indices 
to NH3 column density using a neural network that takes into account 20 input parameters 
characterizing temperature, pressure, humidity, and NH3 vertical profiles. A relative 
uncertainty estimate is provided along with each of the NH3 vertical column density in the 
dataset. Small negative columns are possible – and these are valid observations, needed to 
reduce overall biases in the dataset. As the retrieval is unconstrained, no averaging kernels 
are calculated. We therefore directly compare the IASI-NH3 column density with the 
simulated column density in CMAQ. Such comparison may be biased because the 
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sensitivity of retrieved NH3 column densities to NH3 concentrations is height-dependent 
(typically peaks around 700 – 850 hPa) (Dammers et al., 2017; Shephard et al., 2015). 
Although the CMAQ simulated NH3 columns are also most sensitive to NH3 concentration 
changes between 700 to 900 hPa (Figure C-1), we cannot quantify the relating uncertainties 
without knowing the averaging kernels. Without information on averaging kernels, 
differences between NH3 vertical profiles in CMAQ and the ones used for retrieval may 
also contribute to the bias between retrieved and modeled column densities, depending on 
the magnitude of differences (Whitburn et al., 2016).  
The NH3 retrieved columns densities are regridded to the 36-km by 36-km CMAQ grid for 
4D-Var data assimilation, and 216-km by 216-km resolution (a 6 grid by 6 grid CMAQ 
simulation grid matrix) for iterative mass balance (Figure 4-1). The mean column density 
(Ωo) is calculated as the monthly arithmetic mean of all retrievals with their centroids 
falling in the same grid, following the recommendation that the unweighted mean is 
preferred for the updated version of IASI-NH3 as error-weighting can lead to biases (Van 
Damme et al., 2017). The relative error (molec/cm2) corresponding to mean column density 









× Ω𝑜                                                                                                                                            (1) 
where 𝜎 is mean relative error (molec/cm2), σi is the relative error associated with each 
NH3 column density retrieval as reported, and Ωo is the mean column density (Van Damme 
et al., 2014). 
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Figure 4-1 IASI monthly average NH3 column density in April, July, and October 
2011 at 36 km by 36 km (a, b, c) and 216 km by 216 km (d, e, f) resolutions within 
the model simulation domain of this study. The average relative error associated 
with the column density is shown in the corner of each plot. 
 
The observations from April, July, and October are used to constrain the monthly NH3 
emission estimates in corresponding months from 2011 NEI. Observations from winter 
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months are not used because they are too noisy when the thermal contrast is low (Dammers 
et al., 2016). 
4.3.2 NH3 emission from 2011 NEI 
The EPA 2011 NEI is used as a priori emission estimates. Major NH3 sources include 
livestock waste management, fertilizer application, mobile sources, fire, and fuel 
combustion, with the majority being emitted by the first two sources. Specifically, the 
emissions from livestock waste management are estimated based on county-level animal 
population data and process-based daily emission factors. Emissions from fertilizer 
applications are estimated based on county-level fertilizer quantities and fixed emission 
factors, following the CMU ammonia Model (USEPA 2015). The NH3 emissions over 
Mexico and Canada are derived from the simulation results of a fully coupled bi-directional 
agroecosystem and chemical-transport model (FEST_C_EPIC_CMAQ_BIDI) (Shen et al., 
2019a). Emissions for other species also come from the 2011 NEI. 
4.3.3 CMAQ and its adjoint 
We use the Community Multiscale Air Quality Modeling System (CMAQ) v5.0 (Byun and 
Schere 2006; USEPA 2012) and its adjoint (Zhao et al., 2019), driven by meteorological 
fields produced from the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model v3.8.1 with grid 
nudging using the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) dataset (NOAA 2019). 
The CB05 chemical mechanism was adopted for gas-phase chemistry (Yarwood et al., 
2005). The model implements ISORROPIA-II in the aerosol module (AERO06) to 
calculate the gas-particle partitioning of NH3 and NH4
+ (Fountoukis and Nenes 2007). The 
simulation domain covers the contiguous U.S. (CONUS) and part of Canada and Mexico 
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with a 36 km by 36 km horizontal resolution and 13 vertical layers extending up to 14.5 
KPa (~16 km) (Figure 4-1). Monthly simulations are conducted for April, July, and October 
in 2011 with a 10-day spin-up for each month. 
4.3.4 Hybrid inversion approach 
We chose the hybrid inversion approach to combine the advantage of the faster 
computational speed of the mass balance method and the better optimization performance 
of the 4D-Var method. The first step is to apply the IMB  approach to adjust the a priori 
(2011 NEI) NH3 emission at 216 km by 216 km resolution (referred as the coarse grid 
hereafter) based on the ratio between the monthly-averaged observed (Ωo) and simulated 
(Ωa) NH3 column density at the satellite overpassing time, iteratively. At each iteration, the 
emission in each grid is scaled by the ratio following the equation below, 
𝐸𝑡 =  
𝛺𝑜
𝛺𝑎
× 𝐸𝑎                                                                                                                                                    (2) 
where Et and Ea are the new and a priori emission estimates, respectively. The method has 
been described in detail in previous studies (Cooper et al., 2017; Li et al., 2019; Martin et 
al., 2003). The IMB is applied at the coarse grid so that the NH3 column will be dominated 
by the local emissions instead of transport from neighboring grids (Li et al., 2019). The 
coarse resolution also reduces the uncertainty associated with IASI-NH3 as the number of 
retrievals increases in each grid. For grids with mean relative error larger than 100%, the 
satellite observations are considered to be too noisy to provide useful constraints and the a 
priori emission estimates are retained. The iteration stops when the normalized mean 
square error either decreases by less than 10% or begins to increase. The final scaling factor 
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(ε0) for each grid is the multiplication of the scaling factors derived at each iteration and 
downscaled to 36 km by 36 km resolution by assigning the same value to the 6 by 6 grid 
matrix. This scaling factor is applied to the 2011 NEI emissions to create the revised a 
priori estimate for the 4D-Var inversion. 
Next, the 4D-Var inversion is performed. The solution of the optimization problem is 
sought iteratively by minimizing the cost function (J) defined as the combination of error-
weighted, squared difference between emission scaling factor and unity and the error 
weighted, squared difference between IASI-NH3 and the simulated column density, as 
below: 
J = γ(𝜀 − 𝜀0)
𝑇𝑆𝑎
−1(𝜀 − 𝜀0) + (Ω𝑜 − F(𝜀))
𝑇𝑆𝑜
−1(Ω𝑜 − F(𝜀))                                                                        
(3) 




⁄ ) on the 36 km by 36 km CMAQ grid, consisting of 6104 elements overland 
grid cells in CONUS. Sa and So are error covariance matrices for the a priori emission 
estimates and IASI-NH3 retrievals, respectively. The two matrices are assumed to be 
diagonal. For So, the grid average absolute error is used to represent the observational error. 
To reduce the influence of retrievals close to or below the detection limit, an estimated 
detection limit of 4.8×1015 molecules/cm2 is added to the So (Dammers et al., 2019). Our 
test shows that negative Ωo will lead to a continuous decrease in the adjusted emission for 
the grid cell because modeled column density cannot become negative. To limit the 
influence of these negative Ωo, their original weights are multiplied by 0.01. For Sa, the 
uncertainty in each grid is assumed to be 100% of the a priori emissions. F(ε) is CMAQ 
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simulated NH3 column density sampled at the satellite passing time if there is at least one 
IASI-NH3 retrieval in that grid; γ is the regularization factor balancing the relative 
contribution of the a priori emission inventory and IASI-NH3 retrievals to the J value. γ is 
chosen to be 30 for all 3 months based on the L-curve criteria (Hansen 1999) (Figure C-2). 
The gradients of the cost function to NH3 emissions are calculated by the CMAQ adjoint 
model. In each iteration, the emission-weighted monthly averaged sensitivities in each grid 
are supplied to the L-BFGS-B optimization routine contained in the “optimr” package in 
R to find the scaling factors that will achieve the minimum of the cost function (Byrd et 
al., 1995; Zhu et al., 1997). NH3 column density is re-simulated using adjusted emissions 
by the new set of scaling factors. The iteration process is terminated when the decrease in 
J is less than 2% or the local minimum is reached. 
4.3.5 Posterior evaluation 
The posterior emissions are evaluated by comparing the model simulation from optimized 
emissions with observations. Simulated results are compared with ambient NH3 
concentrations from the AMoN (NADP 2014), and the NH4
+ wet deposition from the 
National Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP 2019). The simulated NH3 
concentration in ppmV is converted to µg/m3 using local temperature and pressure from 
the model meteorological inputs. For evaluation against the NH4
+ wet deposition, the 
simulated deposition is scaled by the ratio between measured and simulated precipitation 
to eliminate the bias introduced by precipitation fields (Appel et al., 2011).  
4.4 Results 
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4.4.1 Optimization performance evaluation 
The optimized NH3 emissions reduce the bias in the NH3 columns between the satellite 
observation and the model prediction as shown by the decrease in the values of normalized 
root mean square error (NRMSE) and normalized mean biases (NMBs) in Figure 4-2. 
There are negative biases using 2011 NEI in all three months, especially in areas with high 
emission rates. Although the IMB inversion can lower the NRMSE, it tends to over-adjust 
and introduce a positive bias likely because of the coarse resolution and neglect of the 
impact of transport. The 4D-Var inversion effectively decreases the positive bias and 
further reduces the NRMSE. The cost function value reduces by 50%, 57%, and 34% with 
the 4D-Var inversion in April, July, and October, respectively. We find that it is more 
challenging to adjust the emissions in April than in the other two months because of the 
greater differences in the magnitude and the spatial distribution of the emissions. The 
optimized NH3 emission successfully captures the high NH3 column density in the 
Southern States, reducing the NRMSE by 98%. Despite the general improvement in the 
model performance, negative biases in July increase in California’s San Joaquin Valley. 
Scaling up the emission in the San Joaquin Valley will result in high NH3 concentrations 
downwind even when the local NH3 emissions downwind are zeroed, whereas the IASI-
NH3 observed concentrations downwind are low. The transported hotspot downwind of the 
San Joaquin Valley in CMAQ only occurs in July, suggesting near field removal may not 
be captured at the current resolution, and warrants further investigation. Grid by grid 
comparison between model-simulated NH3 column density using the a priori and 
optimized estimates with IASI-NH3 shows improved agreement in both high and low 
emission grids after optimization (Figure C-3). It shows that the hybrid inversion approach 
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can alleviate the weakness of direct 4D-Var inversion which tends to over-adjust high 
emission regions and under-adjust low emission regions, mainly because the IMB 
inversion provides a better initial state. 
The IMB inversion took three iterations to achieve the convergence condition for each 
month, and subsequently, the 4D-Var inversion took five, four, and three iterations for 
April, July, and October, respectively. Fewer iterations are needed with the hybrid 
approach than the direct 4D-Var inversion which typically takes up to 15 to 20 iterations 
of adjoint simulation (Paulot et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2018a). The CPU time of a forward 
simulation is only 1/5 of an adjoint simulation. In total, the CPU time required by the hybrid 





Figure 4-2 CMAQ simulated monthly average NH3 column density for April, July, 
and October 2011 using the a priori emissions (a, b, c), the emissions adjusted by 
IMB (d,e,f), and the final optimized emissions using the hybrid approach (g,h,i). For 
comparison with the IASI-NH3 retrievals, simulated NH3 columns at the passing 
time were derived when there are observations in that grid. Normalized root mean 
square error (NRMSE) and normalized mean bias (NMB) between the simulated 
values and IASI-NH3 are provided. 
 
4.4.2 Optimized estimate of NH3 emissions 
The monthly total NH3 emission in CONUS increases by 46% in April, 6.6% in July, and 
6.9% in October for the optimized estimates, respectively. Spatially, the distribution for 
high emission regions shifts from Midwest in the 2011 NEI to the Southern States in the 
optimized estimates in April, whereas the hot spot regions remain consistent in July and 
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October (Figure 4-3). Regional total emissions are summarized according to the USDA 
Farm Production regions, which defines the areas with similar crop production activities 
(Cooter et al., 2012). In general, the regional variation of NH3 emissions in April is 
dominated by fertilizer application. The optimized estimates in regions with high 
contributions from fertilizer applications in 2011 NEI, including the Corn Belt, Lake States, 
and Northern Plains, are lower than the 2011 NEI. In contrast, the optimized estimates are 
2 – 3 times higher than the 2011 NEI estimates in the Delta States and Southern States 
where the a priori estimates for NH3 emission from fertilizer application are low. The 
optimized NH3 emission pattern in April is more consistent with the spatial pattern of 
inorganic nitrogen fertilizer estimated based on plant demand (Cooter et al., 2012) as well 
as the livestock population distribution (USDA 2012), suggesting the potential bias in the 
agricultural practices used in 2011 NEI. In July, regional differences are smaller except for 
the Northern Plain and Southeast. In the Northern Plain, the NH3 emission is 66% higher 
in the optimized estimates, driven by the emission increase in hotspot areas with 
concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFO) (Clarisse et al., 2019; USDA 2012; Van 
Damme et al., 2017). The potential bias in different sectors suggests the need for sectoral 
inversion when a larger observational dataset becomes available in the future. In the 
Southeast, the IASI-NH3 column densities are very low, even over known CAFO sites, and 
had high errors associated with the retrievals because of the low thermal contrast and a 
smaller number of retrievals (Schiferl et al., 2014). The negative increment in the Pacific 
region is due to the disagreement between modeled high NH3 columns and observed low 
values from IASI-NH3 downwind of the San Joaquin Valley of California, as discussed 
previously. In October, the relative difference is less than 10% in most of the regions, 
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indicating that the 2011 NEI appropriately reflects the NH3 emission pattern. There is a 
significant increase in the NH3 emissions in Mexico during all three months. Such an 
emission increment is crucial to improving the model performance in both Mexico and the 
southwestern U.S. However, it was not a goal of this study to determine emissions biases 
in Mexico given the limited information on NH3 emissions. 
The total NH3 emissions in the optimized estimates are 671 Gg, 500 Gg, and 320 Gg per 
month in April, July, and October, respectively. Similar to a bottom-up agricultural NH3 
emission inventory (MASAGE_NH3) and two inverse model optimized estimates based on 
NH4
+ wet deposition, we find a higher emission in the spring season (Gilliland et al., 2006; 
Paulot et al., 2014), while others, including the NEI, estimates a summertime peak (Cooter 
et al., 2012; USEPA 2015; Zhu et al., 2013). The large variation between different 
inventories warrants both improved information on bottom-up inventories and more 
observations to support inverse model optimization in the spring season. Better knowledge 
about agricultural activities and more independent ground and space observations are 
needed. It should also be noted that there are interannual variations in emission inventories 
developed for different years. The total emission estimates in July and October are closer 
to the 2011 NEI estimates than those estimates from other emission inventories and inverse 
analysis. The good agreement with IASI-NH3 indicates that the 2011 NEI captures the NH3 
emission pattern in general in these two months. 
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Figure 4-3 The spatial distribution of monthly total NH3 emission from the a priori 
(a, b, c) and optimized (d, e, f) estimates in April, July, and October. The total 
emission based on the a priori and optimized estimates are summarized for each 
USDA Farm Production region (g, h, i). The source contributions to total emission 
are shown for the a priori estimates. 
4.4.3 Evaluation of the optimized emission estimates against independent datasets 
The robustness of the NH3 emission optimization is evaluated by comparing the model 
outputs using both the a priori and optimized emission estimates with independent 
observations. The bias and uncertainties inherited in the CMAQ forward model and its 
adjoint, as well as the assumptions made about the uncertainties of the a priori emission 
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inventory and IASI-NH3 observations, will all influence the robustness. Here, we choose 
to evaluate the outputs against 1) biweekly average ambient NH3 concentrations measured 
by AMoN; 2) weekly average NH4
+ wet deposition measured by NADP (Figure 4-4). 
In general, the optimized NH3 emission reduces the negative NMB when comparing the 
CMAQ outputs with AMoN NH3 concentration for all three months. Yet, the NRMSE gets 
higher and R2 gets lower, indicating a higher spatial variation in the residuals. This is likely 
due to the tendency of satellite-based inversion to over-adjust emissions in high 
concentration areas (Zhu et al., 2013). There is a greater improvement at the high 
concentration end than the low concentration end because both IASI satellite and the 
passive samplers at the AMoN sites have higher uncertainties in areas with low NH3 
abundance (Puchalski et al., 2011; Van Damme et al., 2015a). There is an over-adjustment 
for sites in Pennsylvania in April where there is a hotspot observed by IASI. The hotspot 
in monthly average is dominated by high NH3 column densities observed in April 14
th and 
15th, possibly from a large transported plume from the central U.S. to Pennsylvania (Figure 
C-4). The fact that it is transported at higher altitude in 2 days could explain that it is not 
measured by ground observations at AMoN sites at biweekly resolution. The long-range 
transport at higher altitude may lead to an overestimation in IASI retrieved NH3 column 
densities which assume a vertical profile with highest concentrations near the surface 
(Whitburn et al., 2016). Such transport is also not well represented in the hybrid inverse 
modeling approach where the transport effect is not included in the IMB inversion at 216 
km by 216 km resolution.  
For evaluation against NADP observations, there is a noticeably improved agreement in 
April with reduced negative NMB and reduced discrepancies for most of the data pairs. 
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For July, the emission optimization only slightly improved the model performance. For 
October, the optimization increased the NMB from -1.8% to 10%. It indicates that NH3 
emission is not the dominant explanatory factor for bias in simulated NH4
+ wet deposition 
that is commonly observed in chemical transport models (Appel et al., 2011; Paulot et al., 
2014). Overall, the improved model operational performance for ambient NH3 suggests 
that the inverse model optimization applied in this study provides improvements in the NH3 





Figure 4-4 Evaluation of the simulated NH3 surface concentration (a, b, c) and NH4+ 
wet deposition (d, e, f) against biweekly NH3 concentration observations from 
AMoN and weekly NH4+ wet deposition observations from NADP, respectively. The 
orange circles and blue dots represent comparison using the a priori and optimized 
NH3 emission estimates, respectively. Summary statistics including sample size (N), 
normalized mean bias (NMB), normalized root mean square error (NRMSE), least 
square error regression slope and intercept, and R square (R2) for all comparisons 




4.5.1 Ambient aerosol concentration 
As a major precursor of ambient aerosol formation, the NH3 emission inventory is believed 
to be a major source of uncertainty in PM2.5 assessment in several parts of the CONUS 
(Heald et al., 2012; Henze et al., 2009; Schiferl et al., 2014), which can further bias the 
source contribution assessments on PM2.5-related health impacts  (Lee et al., 2015; Zhao et 
al., 2019). Comparison of the simulated PM2.5 mass concentration using the a priori and 
optimized NH3 emission estimates shows that the NH3 emission bias in April is a major 
factor for bias in the modeled PM2.5 concentration leading to high or low bias in ammonium 
nitrate (NH4NO3) formation (Figure 4-5). The relative change of the monthly average PM2.5 
concentration is over 10% in one-fifth of the CONUS, including an increase in the 
Northeastern, Pacific West, and Rocky Mountains regions, and a decrease in the Midwest. 




Comparison of the simulated monthly average NH4
+ and NO3
- concentration using the a 
priori estimates against ambient monitoring network data (USEPA 2018) shows that there 
is a high bias in the Midwest region and Pennsylvania state, and underestimation low bias 
for the rest of the sites (Table 4-1). Simulations using the optimized NH3 emission 
estimates reduce the high bias in the Midwest region but exacerbate the high bias in the 
Pennsylvania state and surrounding areas. For the other sites, the impact of optimization is 
mixed but minor in general. 
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For the Midwest, our optimized NH3 emission is 31% lower than the 2011 NEI, leading to 
a 20 - 30% decrease in NH4
+ and NO3
- concentration. Overestimation of NO3
- in the 
Midwest has been recognized in previous model evaluations. Previous studies attempted 
to moderate the high bias by lowering the nitric acid (HNO3) concentration through either 
lowering both daytime and nighttime HNO3 formation rate or raising deposition removal 
rate. It was found that such modification in the model parameterization cannot fully 
account for the overestimation (Heald et al., 2012; Walker et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012). 
Our study implies that the springtime overestimation can partly be explained by the 
overestimation in NH3 emissions which drives the high bias in NH4NO3 formation.  
The large increase of the NH4NO3 concentration in Pennsylvania state and surrounding 
areas is due to the over-amplified local NH3 emissions in the optimized estimates to match 




- concentration as compared to ground measurements. The 
fact that the simulated ambient NH3 concentration, NH4
+ concentration, and NH4
+ wet 
deposition using the optimized NH3 estimates is biased high in comparison with 
independent ground measurements suggests the enhanced NH3 abundance observed from 
IASI is driven by long-range transport at higher altitudes instead of local surface emissions. 
For the rest of the CONUS, there is only a slight impact of the optimization on simulated 
NH4NO3 formation. For example, although the NH3 emission is doubled in the San Joaquin 
Valley in California, the modeled NH4
+ and NO3
- concentrations are still biased low using 
the optimized estimates. A sensitivity test using GEOS-Chem shows that the San Joaquin 
Valley region is nitric acid-limited instead of ammonia-limited (Walker et al., 2012), 
suggesting that there is an underestimation in HNO3 formation. A comparison of the 
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simulated and measured speciated PM2.5 shows that there is a low bias in non-volatile 
cation concentrations in the sites in the San Joaquin Valley, limiting the formation of 
NH4NO3 through gas-particle partitioning (Chen et al., 2019). Thus, attempts to close the 




 concentrations by scaling NH3 
emission alone are ineffective and might lead to an overestimation in local NH3 emissions. 
For July and October, there is a very limited difference between the simulated PM2.5 
concentration using the optimized and a priori NH3 emission estimates, as expected, 
because the change in NH3 emission is small. There are only 1% and 4% of the CONUS 
with a relative change in PM2.5 concentration over 10%. This result shows that the 
uncertainty in NH3 emission estimates is moderate and is not a major contributor to 




Figure 4-5 The changes in monthly average PM2.5, NH4+, and NO3- mass concentration 
in April due to the NH3 emission adjustment in the optimized estimates. The change 
is defined as concoptimized – conca priori, where concoptimized and conca priori represents the 
simulated monthly average mass concentration using the optimized and a priori NH3 
emission estimates, respectively. The difference between the observed NH4+, and NO3- 
mass concentration and simulated concentrations using the a priori NH3 emission 
(concobs – conca priori , where concobs represents the observed monthly average mass 
concentration) are overlaid using colored dots with the same color scheme. 
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Table 4-1 Statistical summary of the correlation between simulated monthly average 
NH4+ and NO3- concentrations and observations in Aprila 
NH4+ Midwest Penn Other 
 a priori optimized a priori optimized a priori optimized 
N 47 37 115 
NMB 0.18 0.03 0.03 0.33 -0.24 -0.2 
NRMSE 0.39 0.29 0.33 0.59 0.45 0.49 
slope 0.52 0.60 0.47 0.33 0.74 0.28 
R2 0.60 0.65 0.34 0.49 0.22 0.08 
NO3- Midwest Penn Other 
 a priori optimized a priori optimized a priori optimized 
N 69 38 240 
NMB 0.50 0.22 0.10 0.58 -0.66 -0.69 
NRMSE 0.75 0.51 0.27 0.72 0.82 1.03 
slope 0.44 0.50 0.18 0.48 0.33 0.48 
R2 0.76 0.72 0.31 0.67 0.13 0.67 
a The correlation between observed concentrations and simulated ones based on a priori and optimized 
NH3 emission estimates are compared. The sites are grouped as the Midwest region, Pennsylvania state 





4.5.2 Reactive nitrogen (Nr) deposition 
The uncertainties in NH3 emission inventory also impact the reactive nitrogen (Nr) 
deposition assessment, which informs the ecosystem impacts evaluation and effective 
mitigation actions (Ellis et al., 2013). To evaluate the impact of the NH3 emission 
optimization on simulated Nr deposition, the Nr deposition amount simulated using 
optimized and a priori emission estimates is analyzed in all biodiversity-protected areas 
designated by the USGS (Figure C-5) within CONUS (USGS 2018). In total, the Nr 
deposition increased by 39%, 2%, and 9% on average in these protected areas in April, 
July, and October, respectively. A regional comparison based on the Level I ecoregions 
(Pardo et al., 2015) shows that the deposition increment is the highest in the Great Plain 
region (+73%), followed by the Eastern Temperate Forest (+41%) (Figure 4-6). Although 
the overall increase is small in July and October, the increment can be high in individual 
ecoregions, including Southern Semiarid Highlands (+109% in July), Temperate Sierras 
(+66% in July), and Marine West Coast (+64% in October). In addition to the increment 
in deposition amount, higher NH3 emission, especially in intensive agriculture regions, 
may indicate higher source contribution from agricultural NH3 than previous estimates 
(Lee et al., 2016a).  
Driven by the increase in the reduced form of Nr (NH3 and NH4
+) deposition, a higher 
share of reduced form of Nr to the total Nr deposition is found in most of the ecoregions 
for all three months than the NEI-based estimates. More detrimental impacts on sensitive 
species and biodiversity are expected when this change in dominant Nr form are considered 
in addition to the increase in magnitude because the growth of many sensitive plant species 
will be inhibited by a high NH4
+ to NO3






Figure 4-6 The changes in the simulated monthly reactive nitrogen (Nr) deposition 
amount in protected areas for biodiversity conservation caused by the emission 
adjustment in April, July, and October. The deposition is grouped for 10 level I 
ecoregions defined by the Commission for Environmental Cooperation, including 
Northern Forests (NF), Great Plains (GP), Northwestern Forested Mountains 
(NFM), Marine West Coast Forest (MWCF), North American Deserts (NAD), 
Mediterranean California (MC), Southern Semiarid Highlands (SSH), Temperate 
Sierras (TS), and Tropical Wet Forests (TWF). 
 
4.6 Conclusions 
We apply the newly developed multiphase adjoint of the CMAQ v5.0 chemical transport 
model and NH3 column observations from the satellite-borne IASI to optimize NH3 
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emissions estimates in the CONUS using a hybrid inversion modeling approach. The 
approach consists of a coarse-resolution iterative mass balance inversion (216 km by 216 
km) and a fine-resolution 4D-VAR inversion (36 km by 36 km) and is performed using 
IASI-NH3 observations in April, July, and October. The hybrid approach overcomes the 
over-adjusting problem for high emission areas in the direct 4D-Var method and reduces 
the computational cost. 
We use the NH3 emission from 2011 NEI commonly used in regional and national 
simulations and assessments as the a priori emission. We find that the optimized NH3 
emission inventory differs greatly with the 2011 NEI in April. The emission in Midwest is 
overestimated and the emission in Southern states is underestimated in the 2011 NEI. 
Overall, the optimized emission is 46% higher. The optimized emission estimates in July 
and October are slightly higher (6.6% and 6.9%) than the 2011 NEI estimates and the 
spatial distribution agrees well. The IASI-NH3 observations indicate a consistent 
underestimation of NH3 emissions in California’s San Joaquin Valley in all three months, 
however, the inverse modeling fails to properly scale up the emissions in July. The 
evaluation of simulation outputs against ground measurements including ambient NH3 
concentrations from AMoN and NH4
+ wet deposition from NADP shows that the optimized 
NH3 emission estimates improve the agreement between model outputs and independent 
observations, especially in April.  
Application of the optimized NH3 emission estimates also yields a better agreement 
between the simulated and observed PM2.5 concentration in April in the Midwest region by 
improving the model performance on simulated NH4
+ and NO3
-. It is consistent with 
previous findings that the uncertainty in NH3 emission is a key factor limiting the model 
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performance of PM2.5. The optimized NH3 emission estimates in general increase the Nr 
deposition amount and the relative importance of reduced form Nr, highlighting the 
importance of constraining NH3 emission estimates for accurately assessing nitrogen 
deposition and ecosystem health over sensitive regions.  
Data availability. The IASI/Metop-B NH3 total column Level 2 data is available at the 
IASI portal provided by the AERIS data infrastructure (ULB 2018). Independent 
observations for evaluation including surface NH3 concentrations, NH4
+ wet depositions, 
and speciated PM2.5 concentrations are available from the NADP website and Air Quality 
System (NADP 2014; 2019; USEPA 2018).  
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
This thesis has presented the development, evaluation, and application of an 
integrated modeling framework to estimate the environmental impacts of agricultural NH3 
emission in the United States when other conventional pollutants are being further 
regulated. The three main chapters presented here are published or in submission. The 
conclusions from previous chapters and suggestions for future works are summarized here. 
5.1 Summary 
Future simulations and sensitivity tests with different emission levels and boundary 
conditions show that the aerosol will remain acidic in the future even with an aggressive 
reduction of anthropogenic SO2 emissions and increase in NH3 emissions in the US. This 
results from the buffering effect of NH3-NH4
+ partition and rapid NH3 deposition, as well 
as the increasing relative contribution from background SO4
2-. Rising agricultural NH3 
emissions and SO2 reduction will not cause a significant increase in ammonia nitrate 
concentration in most areas. However, the nitrate substitution will undermine the PM2.5 
reduction efforts through traditional emission regulations in the central regions if NH3 and 
NOx emissions are not further controlled. 
Comparison between future baseline and counterfactual scenarios in which 
agricultural NH3 emissions are projected to rise or stay constant at present-day level, 
respectively, shows that the decline in nitrogen deposition achieved by NOx emission 
control for power and transport sectors would be offset or even reversed by NH3 emission 
increase from the agricultural sector. The impact of Nr deposition on sensitive ecosystems 
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is evaluated by comparing the simulated Nr deposition with multiple critical loads. The 
evaluation identifies that areas with intensive NH3 emission from agricultural practices will 
continue to exceed CLs despite effective NOx emission control. To bring the nitrogen 
deposition level below the critical loads requires simultaneous control of NH3 emissions 
from agriculture activities and NOx emissions from fossil fuel combustion. The impact on 
Nr loading received by watersheds is quantified by linking CMAQ simulated Nr deposition 
with a water quality model. Watersheds in remote areas with an absence of other significant 
anthropogenic contributors are identified as vulnerable areas to agricultural NH3 emission 
increase, and include the Glacier National Park in Montana, lakes within the Indian Peaks 
wilderness area in Colorado, and the Superior National Forest in Minnesota.  
The potential of constraining the NEI NH3 emissions using satellite observations and 
hybrid inverse modeling was examined in response to the evidence suggesting that current 
NH3 inventories may be biased. The newly developed multiphase adjoint model of CMAQ 
v5.0 is applied to emission optimization using satellite observations from IASI-NH3.  The 
hybrid inverse modeling consists of a coarse-resolution iterative mass balance inversion 
and a fine-resolution 4D-Var inversion. This approach overcomes the over-adjusting 
problem for high emission areas in the direct 4D-Var method and reduces the 
computational cost. The optimized NH3 emission in April is 46% higher than the NEI 
estimates. Emissions in Midwest were found to be overestimated in the NEI and largely 
underestimated in the Southern States. To prove the robustness of the optimization, 
evaluation against independent ground observations including NH3 concentration, NH4
+ 
wet deposition, and particulate NH4
+ concentration are performed. In general, the 
optimized NH3 emissions reduce model bias although the variations get larger in some 
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cases. For April, re-evaluation of PM2.5 concentration and Nr deposition with the optimized 
NH3 emissions shows the optimization lead to over a 10% change in PM2.5 mass 
concentrations in over 1/5 of the CONUS, mainly because of the change in NH4NO3 
concentrations. The Nr deposition in sensitive ecosystems might be underestimated by 40% 
due to the low bias in NEI NH3 emission. For July and October, the optimized NH3 
emission and NEI estimates are in good agreement.  
5.2 Future Work 
5.2.1 Environmental impacts analysis at global and local scales 
The analysis in this thesis focuses on the CONUS at 36 km by 36 km resolution. The results 
suggest the need for both more global and more local scale analyses. Global simulation is 
needed to better understand the impact of transboundary transport when domestic 
anthropogenic emissions in the U.S. are further controlled. When designing future 
standards, it is important to recognize the background concentration which may be 
dominated by emissions from countries upwind.  Local-scale analysis at a finer resolution 
provides more detailed information, particularly when more local measurements are taken 
into consideration. For Nr deposition analysis, the national scale model does not fully 
capture spatial gradients because of the sharp change in topographical and meteorological 
parameters like precipitation, soil condition, and elevation. A local-scale analysis can 
improve the results by including site-specific precipitation measurements and fine 
resolution land cover data. Besides, the Nr exceedances calculated using site-specific 
dynamic critical loads in the future would better help planners. Model simulation at finer 
resolution may be computationally expensive but is becoming increasingly feasible. The 
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regions adversely affected by agriculture NH3 emission identified in this study would be 
particularly ripe for future research when refining study domains. 
5.2.2 Ground and space observations for further constrain NH3 emission inventory 
As demonstrated in this thesis, inverse modeling can effectively reduce the bias in NH3 
emission estimates. The inverse modeling approach relies on high-quality observations. 
Future development in both ground and space NH3 abundance observations will provide 
further improvements in NH3 emission inventory optimization. 
Currently, the AMoN network is too sparse to fully characterize the spatial distribution of 
NH3 concentration over CONUS because NH3 is highly reactive, leading to a relatively 
short transport distance and potentially high concentration gradients. More ground 
monitoring sites are desired in the future, especially in hot-spot NH3 emission regions 
identified by satellite-based inversion where the current AMoN network does not cover. 
The dataset will provide a great constrain for NH3 emission inventories as NH3 in 
concentrated near the surface. In particular, inverse modeling using ground observation in 
winter can help fill the gap for satellite-based optimization, that result when the thermal 
contrast and NH3 concentration are low and satellite retrievals become very noisy. 
For satellite observations, additional information associated with the NH3 column density 
retrieval will be useful for improving satellite-based inverse modeling. The vertical profile 
information is not provided in IASI-NH3, introducing unknown bias in the optimization 
process by assuming the vertical profile is identical to the simulated profiles in CMAQ. 
Recently published satellite products from CrIS contains vertical information. Applying 
the inverse modeling approach developed in Chapter 4 using NH3 column density from 
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CrIS can be used to evaluate the importance of vertical distribution assumption, and the 
general uncertainty in different satellite observations.  
The NH3 emission and concentration exhibit great diel variation. However, little is known 
about the diel temporal profile due to a lack of observation. Sun-synchronous satellites 
including IASI, CrIS, and AIRS only provide semi-daily information, and routine 
monitoring from AMoN network only has bi-weekly sampling. Future research involving 
continuous ground monitoring and geostationary-orbit sounders will provide valuable 
datasets to constrain the diel emission cycle of NH3, which is important to understand its 
contribution to PM2.5 formation.  
5.2.3 Accounting for Bias in CMAQ Model in 4D-Var inversion 
The 4D-Var inversion assumes that the bias in CMAQ model processes are neglectable 
comparing to the bias in NH3 emission estimates. The emission estimates optimization can 
be complicated by bias in important model processes influencing the budget and spatial-
temporal distribution of atmospheric NH3. Future works refining the pertinent processes, 
including gas-particle partitioning of NH3, cloud and precipitation, and dry and wet 
deposition of NH3 and NH4
+, will help improve the 4D-Var inversion emission 
optimization.  
Moreover, previous efforts have also been made to improve NH3 emission and ambient 
concentration estimation by characterizing the bi-directional flux of NH3 in chemical 
transport models. The surface exchange flux is found to be important to estimate NH3 
abundance and spatial distribution. When the bi-directional NH3 flux model is incorporated 
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into the adjoint model of CMAQ, reapplying the optimization framework developed in this 
thesis may further improve the NH3 emission estimates. 
5.2.4 Process-based Bottom-up NH3 emission inventory 
While the inverse modeling optimization can help identify the time and location of the 
emissions bias, it cannot distinguish which sources are contributing to the bias. This thesis 
found that the largest uncertainty exists in springtime emission estimates. Due to the 
varying timing for fertilizer application, a comparison for March and May can help us 
better identify the specific source(s) of the bias in springtime NH3 emission estimates. For 
regional and national scale bottom-up NH3 emission inventory development, a 
combination of empirical and process-based approaches utilizing both new ground 
measurements at various conditions and conceptual first-principle processes would be the 
most promising. An improved emission inventory with detailed source information would 
best guide regulation strategy design for NH3 emission control in the future.  
5.2.5 Advancing modeling and measurement techniques to better understand the Nr 
deposition 
In addition to the improvements in knowledge of the NH3 sources, a better understanding 
of the sinks of NH3 is essential to improve our estimates for the abundance, as well as the 
spatial and temporal distribution of NH3 and its environmental impacts. The high 
uncertainties associated with Nr deposition estimates from simulations in this dissertation 
suggest there is much work to be done refining model simulations for processing affecting 
the Nr deposition. A range of model features contribute to the uncertainty and can be 
improved in the future in the support of new field and chamber studies. For one thing, the 
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speciated model evaluation of dry and wet Nr deposition presented in the thesis show that 
higher uncertainties exist in both dry and wet deposition than total deposition because they 
are partially cancelled out when adding up. The uncertainty can be improved with more 
detailed model treatment including deposition parameterization, advection and cloud 
processes, and sub-grid land-use related feature characterization. Such improvement can 
be better informed using a wide range of measurements at different meteorological 
conditions and over various vegetation and terrain surfaces. A better representation of 
cloud in the weather models, including cloud types, cloud properties, and spatial and 
temporal distribution of cloud, and a better representation of the scavenging process can 
also improve the estimation of wet deposition. For dry deposition, more measurements of 
throughfall and bulk deposition will also improve estimates, though this is hard to measure 
directly.  
Another complication is that neither models nor existing monitoring networks well capture 
the atmospheric organic Nr deposition. Studies have found a significant contribution of 
organic Nr to total Nr deposition (Cape et al., 2011; Jickells et al., 2013). Future studies 
should update the chemical mechanisms to better represent organic Nr formations, 
reactions and depositions. A more complete atmospheric Nr budget estimate will benefit 
both CL estimation and CL exceedances assessment. 
5.2.6 Model simulation of cloud acidity 
This dissertation shows that a good estimate of the response of aerosol acidity to emission 
changes is the key factor to understand the response of aerosol mass concentration and 
chemical composition. In addition to aerosol acidity, cloud acidity warrants further studies 
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in the future because it is found to play a more important role in determining the SO4
2- 
production rate in cloud (Paulot et al., 2017; Pye et al., 2020). As a result of increased NH3 
emissions and reduced SO2 emissions, the cloud acidity decreases and facilitates the SO4
2- 
production through the O3 oxidation pathway, which in turn will influence the gas-particle 
partitioning and atmospheric life-time of NH3 and HNO3, and deposition of Nr (amount, 
speciation, and deposition). Further studies refining the representation of cloud acidity in 
models and sampling cloud acidity at different locations and conditions will improve our 
ability to understand the interaction between emission regulations and cloud acidity, and 
its impact on air quality and ecosystem protection. 
In summary, the first section (chapter 2 and 3) of the thesis evaluates the 
environmental impacts of rising agricultural NH3 emissions among co-occurring emissions 
and climatological changes, through model simulations. By identifying regions where the 
agricultural NH3 emission increase would raise aerosol formation and/or ecosystem Nr 
burden, this thesis provides valuable information to help guide regulation priorities for NH3 
emission regulation in the U.S. Recognizing the high uncertainty in inventoried NH3 
emission, the second section of the thesis (chapter 4) optimizes the NH3 emission estimates 
in NEI with satellite observations. The results demonstrate the influence of NH3 emission 
uncertainties and bias on model-based environmental impact assessments and the 
capability of inverse modeling to constrain bottom-up NH3 emission inventories. The 
research presented in this thesis is only preliminary but helps guide priorities for future 
mitigations and studies, and the importance to regulate NH3 emissions together with other 
conventional pollutants is evident. 
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APPENDIX A. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 2 
 Table A-1 Sectoral adjustment factors for each species from 2011 to 2050 












NOx 1.1 0.20 0.69 0.26 0.50 1.0 
SO2 0.64 0.50 0.62 0.08 0.44 1.0 
NH3 1.0 0.60 0.67 0.47 0.77 1.0 
CO 1.1 0.12 0.32 0.80 0.39 0.39 
CH4 1.7 0.52 0.72 1.1 0.93 1.0 
VOC 1.3 0.31 0.52 1.8 0.59 0.62 
EC 1.3 0.67 0.41 0.50 0.32 1.0 
OC 1.3 0.53 0.57 0.42 0.45 1.0 
other 
PM 




Figure A-1 Animal-specific population regressions for cattle, swine, and poultry 
production. Statistics data points from USDA (grey dots) (USDA 2018b) and the 
linear regression line (dashed line) were plotted in the figure with the regression 
equations shown.  
For swine and poultry, historical statistics and projection from 1990 to 2027 were used for 
regression. For cattle, the regression only included data from 2013 to 2027. Least squares 
regression was applied, and the results were used for extrapolation to 2050. The NH3 
emission from livestock waste management was projected based on the animal population 
grow, and emission factors for all related processes were assumed to be constant. The total 
NH3 emission was estimated to be 2.06 (1.96 – 2.16 as 95% CI) million ton N per year in 
2050, when the uncertainties of animal population projections are considered. The linear 
extrapolation into the future represent a conservative scenario in which the NH3 emission 
will be continuously pushed up by an increase in meat consumption and no further 
regulations are implemented to lower the NH3 emission factors. 
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Figure A-2 Definition of the four regions in the CONUS. The northeastern (NE), 
southeastern (SE), central (C) and western (W) US are color-coded by red, purple, 
yellow, and green, respectively. 
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The difference in temporal average pHs using different ways of averaging 
We compared the annual average aerosol pH results using two averaging approaches. The 
first approach (adopted in this study) averages the hourly H+ activities and LWCs and then 
calculates the daily aerosol pH from daily average H+ activities and LWCs; the second 
approach calculates pH from hourly H+ activities and LWCs directly. The pH values 
calculated by the first approach are lower than the second approach because the first 
approach gives more weight to hours with high H+ activities while the second approach 
will give more weight to the hours with high pH (low acidity). For most areas, the absolute 
difference in annual average pH values calculated using the two approaches is less than 0.4 
unit. However, the difference will yield one above when the diel change of aerosol acidity 
is very large. Although there is no right or wrong between the two, the first approach is 
more compatible to the calculation using gases and speciated particle concentrations from 
filter-based measurements which report concentration values averaged over one or several 
days. In addition, averaging H+ activities and LWCs reduces the occurrence of extreme 




Figure A-3 Spatial distribution of annual average aerosol pH in the future baseline 
scenario using two averaging approaches. The first approach calculates pH based 
on daily average H+ activities in the particle water (left). The second approach 
averages hourly pH values (middle). The absolute difference (pH calculated using 




Figure A-4 Overlay of simulated (color map) and observed (colored dots) annual 
mean surface concentrations of NH3, NH4+, HNO3, and NO3-. The number of 
monitoring sites (N), NBM and NRMSE are provided along the figures. 
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Figure A-5 Simulated and observed average surface concentrations of NH3, NH4+, 
HNO3 and NO3-, as well as the gas-particle partitioning ratios, ε(NH4+) and ε(NO3-). 
Biweekly averages and weekly averages were compared for NH3 - NH4+ and HNO3 - 
NO3-, respectively. The 1:1 line (solid black line), data range line (dashed back line 
with ratio labeled) and regression line (red) is also plotted. Number of data points 
(N), NMB, NRMSE, regression equation and adjusted R square are provided along 
each plot. Dots in NO3- and ε(NO3-) plot are colored based on the RH (fractional 




Figure A-6 Overlay of simulated (color map) and observed (colored dots) annual 
mean surface concentrations of SO42-, NO3-, NH4+, and NVC over the study domain. 




Model evaluation using daily simulated and observed speciated fine PM 
The scatter plots show a general agreement between simulated and observed daily average 
concentrations of NH4
+ and SO4
2-, with better agreement at the high concentration end and 
more variation at the low concentration end. Similar to the comparison of simulated values 
to the Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET) measurements, the simulated 
concentrations of NO3
- is biased low when the relative humidity (RH) is low. For non-
volatile cations, the CMAQ simulated values are biased low for most of the data with a 
normalized mean bias of -88%. The comparison results again show that predicting aerosol 
pH with CMAQ is more challenging in areas with high impact from NVCs and/or low RH 




Figure A-7 Simulated and observed daily average surface concentrations of NH4+, 
NO3-, SO42-, and non-volatile cations (NVC). The 1:1 line (black) and regression line 
(red) is also plotted. Number of data points (N), NMB, NRMSE, regression equation 
and adjusted R square are provided along each plot. Dots in the NO3- plot are 
colored based on the RH (fractional scale used) calculated from WRF reanalysis 




Figure A-8 Comparison of NH3, SO2, NOx emission equivalents (in mole units) in the 
northeastern (NE), southeastern (SE), central (C), and the western US between the 
year 2011 and year 2050. 
 
 
Figure A-9 Comparison between change of seasonal average aerosol pH for 
northeastern (NE), southeastern (SE), central (C) and western (W) US in 2011 (left) 
and 2050 (middle), as well as their differences (right). March, April, and May 
(MAM) are defined as spring. June, July, and August (JJA) are defined as summer. 
September, October, and November (SON) are defined as autumn. December, 




Figure A-10 The impact of emission and meteorology changes on aerosol pH by 




Figure A-11 Changes in the winter (January, February, and December) average 
daily surface air temperature (left) and relative humidity (right) between the 




Figure A-12 The sensitivity of SO42- concentration to SO2 emission reduction. The 
sensitivity is defined as the normalized SO42- concentration change in response to 

































Sensitivity test for boundary conditions 
Six one-month simulations with 10-day spin-ups were conducted by cutting the SO2 and 
SO4
2- concentrations in the boundary condition by 50%. All other inputs were kept identical 
with the base cases, including historical, future baseline (FB), and future sensitivity 
scenario 2 (FS2), in June and December, respectively. The differences in the monthly 
average aerosol pH were taken by subtracting the pH values from the corresponding base 
cases from the pH values from the sensitivity simulations. The pH changes depicted in 




Figure A-13 Sensitivity of aerosol pH to the SO2 and SO42- concentrations from the 
boundary condition. The maps show the difference in monthly average aerosol pH 
in June (left column) and December (right column) between the sensitivity tests and 
the corresponding reference cases, including the historical, FB, and FS2 scenarios. 




A one-month simulations with 10-day spin-ups was conducted assuming only ammonium 
sulfate exist at the boundary and the molar concentration is the twice as much as sulfate 
concentration in the CMAQ default boundary condition. All other inputs were kept 
identical with the future baseline scenario (FB)in June. The differences in the monthly 
average aerosol pH between the sensitivity test case and FB are shown in Figure A-14. 
Although the difference in the monthly average aerosol pH is over 1 unit around the 
boundary, the difference within the CONUS is generally under 0.2 unit. 
 
 
Figure A-14 Sensitivity test of aerosol pH to the cations from the boundary 
condition. The maps show the difference in monthly average aerosol pH in June 




Figure A-15 The yearly and seasonal sensitivity of NO3- mass concentration change 
to SO42- mass concentration change. Sensitivities in the left column and right column 



































Figure A-16 The linear regression of annual averaged pH difference (∆pH) and 
TNHx concentration difference(∆TNHx, in log scale) between current and future 
NH3 emission scenarios. Figure (A), (B), and (C) shows the relationship based on FB 




Figure A-17 The annual averaged particle pH difference attributable to NH3 emission 
change between current and future levels. Figure (A), (B), and (C) shows the difference 
based on FB, FS1, and FS2 scenarios. 
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Figure A-18 The distribution of daily averaged particle pH under historical, FB, 
FS1 and FS2 scenarios for densely populated areas (grids with population over 0.1 
million) over the CONUS, eastern and central US, and western US. 
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APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 3 
 
Figure B-1 The projected change in annual averaged temperature (A) and 





Figure B-2 Animal-specific population regressions for cattle, swine, and poultry 
production and projected NH3 emissions from livestock waste management. The 
projected 95% confidence interval of NH3 emission due to the uncertainty of animal 
population projections is shown as error bars. 
Animal-specific population regressions were performed for cattle, swine, and poultry 
production using historical and future livestock projection statistics from U.S. Department 
of Agriculture (USDA, 2018a; b). For swine and poultry, historical statistics and projection 
from 1990 to 2027 were used for regression. For cattle, the regression only included data 
from 2013 to 2027. Least squares regression was applied, and the results were used for 
extrapolation to 2030 and 2050. The NH3 emission from livestock waste management was 
projected based on the animal population grow, and emission factors for all related 
processes were assumed to be constant. The total NH3 emission was estimated to be 1.92 
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(1.84 – 2.00 as 95% CI) and 2.06 (1.96 – 2.16) million ton N per year in 2030 and 2050, 
respectively, when the uncertainties of animal population projections are considered. 
 
 





Figure B-4 Model evaluation for CMAQ simulated HNO3, NH3, NO3- and NH4+ 
concentrations against observations from the Clean Air Status and Trends Network 
(CASTNET). The scatter plots show the comparison between CMAQ predicted and 
observed biweekly means, with the blue line showing the linear regression line. A 
solid orange line represents the 1:1 ratio line. 500% ranges are shown in dashed 
lines in each plot. Normalized mean bias (NMB) and normalized residue mean 
square error (NRMSE) of the predicted depositions against the observed values is 




Figure B-5 Model evaluation for CMAQ simulated NO3- and NH4+ deposition 
against observations from the National Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP) 
and the Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET). The scatter plots show 
the comparison between CMAQ predicted and observed annual dry, wet, and total 
deposition amounts, with the blue line showing the linear regression line. A solid 
orange line represents the 1:1 ratio line. 200% and 500% ranges are shown in 
dashed lines in each plot. Normalized mean bias (NMB) of the predicted depositions 




Figure B-6 The location of the sites in National Atmospheric Deposition Program- 
National Trends Network (NADP-NTN in green circles), Clean Air Status and 





Figure B-7 The surface water and forest soil critical load for acidity. 10th percentile 
and average aggregation for 36 km by 36 km grids with sulfur and nitrogen 




Figure B-8 The spatial distribution of total Nr emissions in 2050 (A) and the 
emissions change between 2010 and 2050 (B). The transition of dominating emission 
sources category in each grid between 2010 and 2050 (C) is color coded with green 
representing grids by agricultural sources in both 2010 and 2050, blue representing 
grids dominated by other sources, and yellow representing grids that will transit 




Figure B-9 Changes in the speciation profile of Nr deposition between “present-day” 




Figure B-10 Projected changes in total deposition of Nr over the CONUS from 2010 
to 2050 (stacked bars). The changes attributed to agricultural sources and other 
factors including emission changes in other sources and meteorological conditions 




Figure B-11 Changes in the fraction of reduced form Nr deposition between 




Figure B-12 The sensitivity of total Nr deposition (depNr) change to sulfate mass 
















Figure B-13 Sulfur and nitrogen (S+N) deposition exceedance for surface water 
acidity and forest soil acidity. Map A to D shows the grids and amount of 
exceedance above the average CL values in “present-day” and “Ag_projected” 
scenarios. 
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APPENDIX C. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 4 
Correlation between CMAQ simulated NH3 column density to NH3 concentrations at 
different vertical layers is evaluated to test the sensitivity of modeled NH3 column densities 
to surface NH3 and NH3 at lower free troposphere. The results show that the modeled NH3 
column densities are most sensitive to NH3 concentrations at around 700 to 850 hPa and 
the sensitivity drops rapidly beyond 585 hPa. For satellite instruments including TES and 
CrIS, the vertical sensitivities are also highest around 700-800 hPa and drops beyond ~600 
hPa. Therefore, direct comparison between IASI observed and CMAQ simulated NH3 




Figure C-1 The correlation between monthly average CMAQ simulated NH3 column 
densities and NH3 concentration at all 13 layers in April, July, and October. The 
grid cells with satellite observations are sampled at the IASI overpassing time. 
Monthly average NH3 column densities and concentrations are calculated for each 




Figure C-2 The L-curve for regularization factor (γ) value selection for April, July, 
and October. The error weighted squared difference between emission scaling 
factor and the a priori values (J a priori) is plotted against error weighted squared 
difference between IASI-NH3 and simulated column density (J observation) with 
different choices of γ values as denoted along the curve. 
 
 
Figure C-3 Comparison between simulated NH3 column density against the IASI-
NH3 observations in April, July, and October using a priori (blue dots) and 




Figure C-4 IASI NH3 column density in April 13th, 14th, and 15th at 36 m by 36 km 
resolution within the model simulation domain of this study. 
 
 
Figure C-5 Protected areas for biodiversity conservation defined by the U.S. 
Geological Survey (USGS) Gap Analysis Project (A). And fraction of protected 
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